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My doctoral project, MODIFIED FRUIT: Weaving a transcultural practice through leaving, 
returning, and about being from elsewhere has focused on the dialectic of the 
natural/synthetic (authentic/artificial), which I expand on through a transcultural lens by 
combining piña (Pineapple) cloth, embroidery, polyester, and digitally printed textiles. 
My studio installation practice lies between art, drawing, digital media, textiles and 
architecture. During my candidacy, I have focused my research on piña cloth, through 
fieldwork in the Philippines. In tracing the route of the pineapple, I explore how works that 
are produced in a space of mobility are the result of transcultural processes which involve 
acts of appropriation, and in which new forms arise through both mistranslation and auto-
ethnography. 
The exhibition and exegesis position piña cloth as a metaphor of a transcultural traveller by 
combining history and anthropology with fieldwork. They revisit and draw on anthropologist 
Fernando Ortiz’s (1947) original definition of ‘transcultural processes,’ in which 
appropriation entails picking and choosing to produce a ‘third’ cultural form, and linguist 
Mary Louise Pratt’s (1992) focus on ‘transculturation’ which is through travel writing 
produced within the space of the contact zone. My research expands on the process of 
exchange created in this space, or zone, to produce a unique distinct thing and extends the 
definition of transculturation by contextualising it through ideas surrounding authenticity, 
appropriation and displacement. It also investigates to what extent transculturation is a 
process of art-making itself by drawing on the materiality of the subject to address current 
ideas on new materialism in which the materiality of the world is transformed through 
physical and digital contact. Further, the exegesis addresses current ideas surrounding 
cultural appropriation, which occurs in all places of contact and within a globalised flow of 
ideas and imagery.  
I have also researched the weaving of natural fibres–piña cloth–to extend the possibility of 
using ecological fibres in a productive way, engaging in a process that draws on the 
transitional state of this marginalised fabric and the rituals and actions that accompany the 
process of its making, as well as on the landscape that surrounds it. The parallel route of my 
practice-led research and piña cloth has also returned me (and the pineapple) via the 
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I lived in the Philippines between 1974 and 1979. I moved there after living in Milan and 
Tokyo, so I was about nine years old when I arrived. Not living where you are ‘from’ has 
been a thing in my family. My mother, Carolyn Andrew, was born in Colombo, Sri Lanka, 
and my father, David Andrew, in Yokohama, Japan; my father worked in branding and my 
mother as a tour guide. My grandparents on my father’s side were born in Apple Road, 
Illinois and Swatow, China, and on my mother’s side, in Colombo, Sri Lanka; it is only my 
grandfather who was born in his country of nationality, England. In 2011, I returned to the 
Philippines on shared residency at Lost Projects in Marikina with two artists from (then) 
Australia and began to work across the Philippines and Australia through exhibiting, 
developing a relationship which forms the basis of my research. 
My practice draws on my history of moving. I take photographs of places that I have lived in 
or visited which I digitally transfer to textiles and then re-configure into installations. The 
practice led research for a Doctorate at the University of Wollongong contextualises my 
practice within the current discourse on transculturation. The main thrust of the investigation 
is an engagement which claims that in everyday use textiles negotiate the space between our 
bodies and the environment in which we fabricate identities, spaces that are inherently open 
to change and forms. The thesis approaches this topic by examining cultural appropriation 
through strategies of displacement to address authenticity in the use of piña, which is a cloth 
made only in the Philippines and is woven from the leaves of a pineapple plant. 
The dialectics of authenticity inherent in piña cloth make it an ideal subject for my thesis. I 
analyse the materiality of the cloth and the transculturation of its production arising from its 
movement and instability via its materiality, history and contemporary uses. I argue that the 
syncretic mode by which this material was formed has made possible its hybrid contemporary 
forms. 
In particular, I have focused my research on piña cloth as a metaphor and also as an historical 
site for transcultural processes. In tracing the history and route of the pineapple, I also 
explore piña cloth’s transculturation because of its mobility and movement/inconsistency, 
which I compare with me and my work. Transcultural processes generally involve acts of 




Piña cloth is positioned as an authentic marker of Philippine culture even though it bears the 
traces of several waves of colonisation. It inhabits an edgy position: it is a marker of a 
shifting cultural identity; it is a hybrid of multiple influences; its production is limited as it 
resists mechanisation, it is, therefore, transcultural.  
The study of piña cloth as transcultural material embeds me in a relational and therefore 
subjective space with others in which I negotiate form, structure and transparency in my 
practice. I have come to realise that my work is similar to piña as it is also temporal and in a 
state of flux. The work draws on a ‘processual’ space of research to visualise information. I 
assemble ideas and material, which I print on textile materials. The structures deliberately 
engage dialectically with temporal and spatial modes, referencing the built environment. 
My research into piña cloth in the Philippines acknowledges that I am operating in the space 
of the ‘Anthropologist’s tent’. Through my fieldwork, I am practising alongside, as well as 
negotiating my relationship with, the Philippines, where I lived between 1974 and 1979. The 
primary aim of the research is to find modes of working that address the politics of 
postcolonialism exemplified by piña–a politics that is also reflected in my own life 
experiences as a white Anglo woman living and working in colonised spaces.  
This is a traditional exegesis of a practice-led research project in which I begin by briefly, in 
Chapter 1, describing the history of my main subject, piña–pineapple cloth from the 
Philippines–which I position through a transcultural lens. In Chapter 2 I analyse the term 
transculture through artworks, which I then extend in Chapter 3, through documentation of 
my field trips to the Philippines, and the autoethnography–a result of transculturation–which 
informs my art practice through travel and photography. In Chapter 4, I document the making 
of piña cloth to reveal it as an inherently relational practice, and Chapter 5 is documentation 
of artwork produced and the additional practical outcomes.  
I have undertaken five field trips to the Philippines between 2014 and 2017 to study piña 
cloth. These field trips have included workshops in Kalibo, Aklan to learn how to weave it, 
and in Lumbang, Laguna to learn embroidery. I have also extended my relationship with the 
Philippines by organised exchanges with artists via exhibitions across Sydney and Manila.  
The exhibition and exegesis position piña cloth as a metaphor of a transcultural traveller by 
combining history and anthropology with fieldwork. They revisit and draw on anthropologist 
Fernando Ortiz’s (1947) original definition of ‘transcultural processes,’ in which 




Mary Louise Pratt’s (1992) focus on travel writing and ‘transculturation’ to the analysis of 
the artwork produced within the space of contact (McLean 2014 & 2016). My research 
expands on the processes of exchange created in this space or zone to produce a unique 
distinct thing. It also investigates to what extent transculturation is a process of art-making 
itself by drawing on the materiality of the subject to address current ideas on new materialism 
in which the materiality of the world is transformed through physical and digital contact. 
Further, the exegesis addresses current ideas surrounding cultural appropriation, which occurs 
in all places of contact and within a globalised flow of ideas and imagery.  
The weaving of the natural fibres of piña cloth extends the possibility of using ecological 
fibres in a productive way, engaging in a process that draws on the transitional state of this 
marginalised fabric and the rituals and actions that accompany the process of its making, as 
well as on the landscape that surrounds it. Researching and making work based on piña cloth 
as a transcultural material that resists homogenisation addresses and challenges essentialist 
ideas of culture as static and pure. 
My research primarily investigates piña cloth as an object of transculturation on which is 
traced the journey from South America to the Philippines. In order to trace the 
transculturation of piña cloth as it has impacted on my own art practice, I have taken an 
object (artwork) rather than a subject (artist) centric approach, which has opened a relational 
space revealing the cloth’s transcultural agency. The aim of the work is to draw on this 
relational agency of piña in transcultural practices.  
The objective of doing my research on piña cloth was both to work with weaving a natural 
textile and to position it with my digital documentation. Another technical aspect was to learn 
about the processes of natural dyes and embroidery that are usually applied to piña cloth. 
Piña is not sold in Australia and the one way I could continue to work with it was to return to 
the Philippines. 
 
How I returned to the Philippines through my artwork 
In 2011, I shared a residency with artists Maria Cruz and Simon Barney at Lost Projects in 
Marikina, Quezon City, a two-year program which was run by Australian artist, David 
Griggs. Together David and Siddharta Perez ran this invitational residency, which gave artists 




a few years earlier as the three of us all had a lived connection with Manila. Simon Barney 
lived in the Philippines during the 1970s and has not been back since, whereas, Maria Cruz, 
since her family is from the Philippines, regularly returns. The residency was made possible 
through the connection between David Griggs, Siddharta Perez and Maria Cruz; as a result, 
we had a place to work and stay and in addition, we were thrown into a network of artists in 
the Philippine art scene. Further to exhibiting at Lost Projects, we were also invited to show 
at Pablo Gallery, which in turn initiated further exhibition with exchanges across the 
Philippines and Australia. 
This first trip back to the Philippines in 2011 established the starting point of the research. 
Having not been back for more than thirty years, there was a familiar unfamiliarity; my 
memory of the central part of Makati where I had lived was buried under layers of concrete. I 
also felt as if I had entered the Philippines from the back door, and not through the leafy 
sheltered gates of the expat-dom of my childhood. I spent a lot of time walking to reacquaint 
myself with a lost memory of me in this place. I would walk from Maria’s house across 
Katipunan and around the back of Ateneo University down to the riverbank to Lost Projects 
in Marikina near the river. On one of my explorative trips, I came across piña cloth at a 
market in Kamuning market in Quezon City. My memory of this cloth along with phrases and 
numbers began to return. 
 
The Artwork 
While the Doctor of Creative Arts (DCA) is the immediate outcome of this project it is also 
part of a larger ongoing project of cultural exchange. The breadth of the research narrowed to 
two places within which I became more acquainted and familial to the point where I stayed in 
the homes of my hosts. This resulted in becoming involved in other activities outside of 
researching piña cloth; while it made possible for me to work alongside within the various 
stages associated within piña production it also contributed to two case studies of 
transcultural art practice in textiles, realised by curating two exhibitions, BABY HIGH-
SPEED–the name of a brand of sewing machine–and Traffic, in Manila and Sydney in 2017. 
This has laid the groundwork for future projects with the artists including collaborating with 
the artisans whose workshops I attended in Aklan and Lumbang during my candidacy, and a 
shared studio in Manila and ongoing relations with Patis Tesoro and Amihan Lim, 




laying the ground for future projects, the DCA research developed seamlessly from my past 
practice, especially my use of surfaces and toponomy to illustrate the rhetoric of place; how 
the experiential and sensorial–through culture (language and structure)–form memory and 
meaning of place, shaping us as we shape them–toponomy is one such example.  
Past Practice 
My past practice in print-making is a direct outcome of having studied graphic design at 
Prahran College at Deakin University in Victoria in the late 1980s.  From 1991 to 1992, I 
worked with etching and lithography at Robert Blackburn’s Printmaking Workshop in New 
York, and during the last year of an MFA degree at SVA (School of Visual Arts) in 1994 I 
began a three-year artist in residence at TWEED (Theatre Works for Emerging Experimental 
Directions) in New York. The skills learnt in graphic design, printmaking and theatre, 




Figure 1. Eva Hesse: The Art of Hanging Fire 1993, 4 x (10 x 5 meters) cotton scrim, pulleys, slides and 4 slide projectors, 
Perry Souchuk, TWEED, Ohio Theatre, New York  
I first worked in digital media projection onto textiles in theatre, in Eva Hesse: The Art of 
Hanging Fire (Figure 1), at the Ohio Theatre in New York (1993); a performative work in 
which I manually operated three slide projectors every night for the duration of the 






which were moved by the performers to re-configure the space. I also began to work 
collaboratively with an architect, Paul Lashmet, in developing proposals such as Envisioning 
East New York (Figure 2) in 1994, a work exploring the re-use of abandoned sites exhibited 
at the New York Architectural League, printed at Robert Blackburn’s Printmaking workshop.  
 
 
Figure 2. Envisioning East New York 1995, 75 cm x 55 cm, photographic transfer using acetone on cotton rag paper, The 
New York Architectural League, Urban Center Gallery, New York  
Between 1995 and 1998  I collaborated with two architects–Paul Lashmet and Gonzalo Cano 
–on the project Las Caracas: Urban Reflections on a Contemporary Metropolis (Figure 4) in 
Arte Para La Ciudad in Bogota, Colombia. The project was to design six public spaces by 
examining the existing content and use of six residual sites along a boulevard traversing the 
city. The methodology (Figure 3) of the research combined the structure and content of bill-
boards, different perspectives, and an investigation into the memory, ritual and use–the 
rhetoric–of each site. The final works shown in the Colombian Mission to the UN in New 
York in 1997 consisted of six sculptures, diagrams, a large tarpaulin on the floor and two 






Figure 3. La Caracas: Urban Reflections on a Contemporary Metropolis 1997, diagram of methodology, catalogue detail, 
Colombian Mission to the United Nations, New York 
 
The term ‘rhetoric of place’ points to an experience. By considering space as a co-participant, 
not as a static background but as an active contributor which is imbued with a merging of the 
senses, gives shape not only to what occurs in it but also to memory and identity. Toponomy, 







Figure 4. La Caracas: Urban Reflections on a Contemporary Metropolis 1997, still from Lightwave 3D model and montage, 
Bogota, Colombia 
I also began to work with video projection and, with artist Lauren Berkowitz, produced three 
videos, including Sightseeing Tours (1993) a three-minute VHS video in which we 
documented the neon billboards in Times Square in New York City (Figure 5) in which  we 
organised the footage by text and colour to form a concrete poem. The rhetoric of place, the 
key concept in this work, informs a methodology in my current practice.  
 
 
Figure 5. Sightseeing Tours 2016, collaboration with Lauren Berkowitz in New York 1993, two-channel VHS video 








Figure 6. The Rainbow is Yours with Volume 2009, 200 cm x 200 cm x 50 cm, installation detail of 1/3, digital video 
projection, sensors and silver mirror acrylic, Powerhouse Museum, Sydney 
 
 
The Rainbow is Yours with Volume (Figure 6) is a six-part interactive video work using 
projections, mirrored acrylic and sensors, a work made in residence at the Powerhouse 
Museum in Sydney in 2009. A collage of colour in the toponymy–place names–in six 
suburbs, each of the works incorporated footage from the respective sites into monochromatic 
projections. Each assemblage was installed so that the mirrored text reflected a projection, the 
sensors in the centre of the space activating a looped video edited to mirror the rhythm of 
neon billboards. For example, the red projection in Redfern was reflected in the word fern. 
Each of the six works was drawn from places traversing an arc from the coast to the Blue 






Figure 7. Rhetorica 1994, still from performance, red, white and blue plastic, fur cotton and audio, MFA Graduation 
exhibition, School of Visual Arts Gallery, New York 
Textiles 
At the time I was also extending the work with textiles, drawing from the industrial fabric 
found in the New York City. In a performance, Rhetorica (Figure 7), I wore a costume styled 
in the manner of a Baroque seventeenth-century gown using synthetic whalebone, fur and 
plastic bags; red bags found in supermarkets in China Town, blue from the wrapped NY 
Times newspaper and white from the other grocers. Subway Bags similarly drew from the 
environment; using polyester interfacing coated with graphite and wax on copper armatures, 
the work consists of two replicas of tool bags found on the walls of the Subway. I also started 
to work with the ideas surrounding the term interface, the point of contact, by using a cloth 
called interfacing–a synthetic, machine-woven textile, polyester, which is used to line 




Vestibule (Figure 8) was developed in my final year at SVA and was modified for a 
commission from TWEED and installed in the foyer of the Vineyard Theatre (Figure 9) near 
Union Place. It was constructed to resemble a wire form of an elongated dress with holes that 
the viewer could stand in; it was made from red white and blue–the American flag pattern–
trimming fabric and suspended from the ceiling by blue cotton threads. 
 
 
Figure 8. Vestibule 1994, variable dimensions, cotton, rayon, polyester, plastic, wood, plexiglass, glass, wood and mirror, 
School of Visual Arts, New York 
 
Figure 9. Vestibule 1994, variable dimensions, cotton, rayon, polyester and plastic, TWEED New Works Festival #10, 





Figure 10. Poppy and fly 1992, 100 cm x 130 cm, shellac graphite and oil on paper, Third Annual Cathedral Arts Festival, 
Jersey City, New Jersey (left); Subway Bags 1992, (right, detail), 120 cm x 130 cm, wax, graphite, polyester interfacing, 
cotton and copper, School of Visual Arts, New York 
 
 
During my Master of Fine Arts at the School of Visual Art, I began working with wax 
encaustic on polyester interfacing. In my previous work, I had used shellac mixed with 
pigment to create surfaces that were transparent or matt using graphite and Vaseline on paper 
(Figure 10, left). I extended these surface coatings by mixing beeswax with graphite and 
pigment and applied it to the polyester interfacing. The surface of the material in Subway 
Bags (Figure 10, right) is like a hide. In later works I incorporated inkjet printing and used 
the wax to heighten the weight and the opacity of the interfacing; I also worked with images 
of the areas I had then moved to around Sydney such as scaffolding cloth and billboard 
frames. I also began stitching into the imagery, for example in Las Vegas (Figure 11) and 





Figure 11. Las Vegas 2006, 90 cm x 110 cm, inkjet, wax, cotton on polyester interfacing, Conny Dietzschold Gallery, 
Cologne, Germany  
 
Figure 12. Alexandria Green 2004, in Scaffolding, installation detail, inkjet, wax, cotton on polyester interfacing, plastic, and 





Figure 13. Red, Yellow, Blue, Tent 2006, 180 cm x 220 cm, inkjet, wax, cotton on polyester interfacing, plastic, Conny 
Dietzschold Gallery, Sydney 
Red, Yellow, Blue, Tent (Figure 13) and Watching Falling Down (Figure 14) demonstrate the 
way I used photography in the work. Traced images either became printed line drawings or 
were used as a guide to cut the polyester interfacing and separate the layers; black, grey and 
white. In Watching Falling Down, the layers were re-assembled on propylene, synthetic 
rubber, with pins. I also began to use patterns found in construction sites and in Exurbia 
(Figure 15) created lengths that when placed in the centre of a space cast silhouettes on the 
opposing walls. Exurbia refers to ‘something under construction’ and a space between the 
built environment and its encroachment into the unbuilt areas of the city limits. In Gramercy 
(Figure 16) I continued to negotiate public space; Gramercy Park is the only private park in 
Manhattan, and only residents adjacent to it are given a key. The object, a book made from 
wax, inkjet and stitched polyester interfacing, considers the aesthetics and politics of devising 
such a space. It was shown in ‘Anachronism Gardenism’ at Centennial Parklands in Sydney, 




surfaces in my photographs and I transfer these to the interfacing; more recently I have been 
using dye sublimation processes onto polyester. 
 
 
Figure 14. Watching Falling Down 2002, 200 cm x 200 cm x 30 cm, polyester interfacing, pins and synthetic rubber, Helen 





Figure 15. Exurbia 2010, 8 x panels 90 cm x 300 cm, installation detail, polyester interfacing and wood, Anna Pappas 
Gallery, Melbourne 
 
Figure 16. Gramercy 2012, Artist book, 40 cm x 50 cm, inkjet, wax, wool, cotton, gouache, synthetic horsehair on linen and 





Figure 17. Attention Span 2002, DVD catalogue still, Freespace Project Space, Sydney 
Relational Work 
The relational work in which I have been involved includes collaborating with artists in 
running artist-run initiatives and curating exhibitions. At Freespace Project Space, in the 
Scots Church basement in Wynyard Place in Sydney, which I co-directed with artist Ruark 
Lewis between 2000 and 2003, I curated Caravan and Attention Span (Figure 17) which 
negotiated video installation and context to address the rise and proliferation of Video Art. 
Between 2001 and 2009, I was also part of Elastic Projects, a collective of nine artists which 
negotiated projects in spaces outside of the gallery; each of the principal artists would, in 
turn, invite new artists, in an ever-evolving form. I was also commissioned to make two video 
works about places: Our Lucky Country, screened at Hazelhurst Gallery (NSW), a one-hour 
art documentary based on dialogue of place documenting artists’ interpretation of the 
Cronulla riots; and Rose Meadows, a portrait of three women and their lives in a suburb in 
Campbelltown which was screened in Our Place at Campbelltown Art Centre.   
In 2012 I co-curated Appin Labyrinth (Figure 18) with artist Bronia Iwanczak; the premise 




caravans) in a Motel in Appin, NSW.  My re-entry to the Philippines was through the shared 
residency and exhibitions Music for Everyone at Lost Projects and Hollywood Hotel at Pablo 
(2011); this re-acquaintance through my art practice instigated a relation through reciprocal 
shows–Subject to be–The Multiple, at DAGC Gallery, curated by Manuel Ocampo, and Pablo 
and Mo (Figure 19), an exhibition of Philippine and Australian artists which I curated at the 
ICAN, Sydney in 2012. 
 
 
Figure 18. Blue Poles 2012, inkjet, polyester interfacing (left) and installation in a caravan (right), Appin Labyrinth, Appin 
Motel, NSW, photograph Anne Finnegan 
 




Synechdo-Chic (Figure 20) is a three-minute video positioned within a ‘landscape’ made 
from woodgrain and Philippine market bag (Palengke) patterns printed on to polyester 
interfacing. This video was produced in 2011 during the residency at Lost Projects and 
expanded on in an installation at Peloton gallery in Sydney in 2012. My practice of using 
digitally printed textiles also involves re-use; drawing from an on-going collection of an 
archive of surfaces. I re-use them by re-configuring them with newly found surfaces to 
construct works which reference hybrid places.   
  
 
Figure 20. Synechdo-Chic 2012, dimensions variable, inkjet, polyester interfacing, plastic, monitor, digital video and audio, 





 A History of Pineapple Cloth  
My research primarily investigates piña (pineapple) cloth as an object of transculturation. In 
this chapter I analyse the materiality of the cloth and the transculturation of its production 
arising from its historical movement and instability; Unless otherwise stated, all historical 
material on the origin of the piña cloth comes from a reliable source, author and historian 
Lourdes R. Montinola.  Piña cloth is made only in the Philippines from the fibres of the 
leaves of the Spanish Red pineapple plant–Ananas Comosus–which was thought to have been 
brought to the Philippines by the Spanish (Montinola p.26, 1991; Milgram 2005, p.236; 
Roces p.341, 2005). The pineapple is indigenous to Brazil (Martyr 1516; Pigafetta 1534; 
Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés 1535; Colombo 1571) and the cloth that is made from it bears 
the traces of several waves of colonisation. Today it is positioned as an authentic marker of 
Philippine culture. Like a palimpsest, the traces of indigenous, colonial and other global 
histories are evident in the production of piña cloth.  
The Spanish are attributed with bringing the pineapple to the Philippines, but indigenous 
knowledge of weaving and extraction (Montinola 1991, p.8; Milgram 2005, p.236; Roces 
2013, p.357) led to the fibres of the pineapple being used for weaving even though it 
marginalised a type of traditional indigenous clothing which was largely accessible to many. 
It replaced synamay, a cloth woven from the fibres of the trunk of the abaca–banana plant–
Musa Textilis–which was probably brought to the Philippines by Malay traders in the 
thirteenth century (Rosario 2016, p.151). As a marker of cultural practices that have multiple 
cultural origins, piña cloth is a classic example of transculturation and hybridity. 
Piña cloth owes its existence to the Philippines being a colonial entrepot and central market 
of Asia (Milgram 2005, p.237; Min 2013, p.44; Reyes 2017, p.688). Very little of what was 
made in the Philippines was exported. Instead, the port of Manila became a passage through, 
a link between the East and West (Milgram 2005; Fradera 2004; Reyes 2017). Nevertheless, 
contact with Japan and China prior to Spanish colonisation (Min 2013, p.44; Reyes 2017, 
p.690) left a visible trace in the way the piña has been used and made since its arrival in the 
Philippines. It is possible that the transparent Chinese textiles from the Han dynasty (202 BC-
220 AD) may have had an influence on how piña was made (Capistrano-Baker cited by 




introduction of modern textiles during the nineteenth century relegated it to the margins 
(Milgram 2005, p.237; Roces 2013, p.364), while its revival since the twentieth century is 
due to attempts to democratise its symbolic meaning within shifting ideas of power, identity, 
tradition and nationalism (Milgram 2005, p.237; Roces 2013, p.360) that have characterised 







Piña appears fragile but is resilient; while it has a slight stiffness, it is also flexible. It has an 
open weave which makes it weightless and airy and, although resilient, can be misshapen and 
is vulnerable in a tropical climate. Its hue ranges between shades of bone, Naples yellow and 
beeswax, it varies between transparent and translucent and, while its surface appears smooth, 
if you run your finger along the threads you can feel the intervals like split ends which 
rupture its surface. It is these intervals that give it, up close, a hairy-like appearance.  
The plant is hardy and grows easily, even in the shade and along the side of a road, but it is 
subject to the particularly harsh weather prevalent in the Visayas, where it is predominantly 
grown. Extraction of the fibres from the leaves of the pineapple plant relies on a hand, a shell 
and a coconut, and the weather. For these reasons, it resists mechanisation. Not only does the 
extraction remain a time-consuming process, but the product also varies in the way it looks 
and feels. The act of spinning in mid-air the almost invisible gossamer hairs of the plant is 
like watching someone moving air. It suggests a symbiotic relationship at play between 
humans and nature as the central agents in the production of piña cloth. This is also evident in 
the weaving of the spun fibres. The inconsistency and translucency of piña depend on how 
tightly it is warped on the loom as it breaks when pulled too tight; it is, therefore, best woven 
on a wooden loom and at night when the air is cooler as the heat makes it brittle. Its hue 
varies depending on the amount of sun exposure the fibres receive after extraction from the 






Figure 21. Histoire De L’Amerique, Histoire d'un voyage faict en la terre du Brésil (History of a Voyage to the Land of 
Brazil) 1580, Jean de Léry engraving, History of a trip made in the land of Brazil, otherwise known as America, 
1993, University of California Press, Berkeley 
 
 
Origins of the Pineapple 
The pineapple has its origins in Brazil where for 4,000 years it was cultivated by the 
Tupinamba (Okihiro 2014, p.92). The name piña is a conflation of the Tupi name for 
pineapple–nana, ‘excellent fruit’ and the Spanish word, piña (Levitt 2014, p.107), because of 
its resemblance to a pinecone (Figure 21). In 1400, varieties of the plant were carried by Tupi 
descendants, the Kalinago, from the interior of Brazil along the Orinoco River to the 
Caribbean where on November 4, 1493, Christopher Columbus was presented with one 
during his second voyage to the West Indian island of Santa Maria de Guadeloupe (Levitt 
2014, p.107; Okihiro 2014, p.94). In 1521, a Spanish ship with Magellan in command arrived 
in the Philippines in the first circumnavigation of the world (Bautista 2005, p.190). Within 




colonised part of Brazil, all around the globe by “the Portuguese who carried the pineapple 
from Brazil to Africa, Madagascar, India and possibly China and from China to the 
Philippines” (Okihiro 2014, p.95), where it is thought to have made its first appearance 
sometime around the second half of the sixteenth century.  
It is thought that the Tupi cultivated the pineapple to make rope and wine (Montinola p.26; 
Okihiro 2014, p.94) and that pineapples first left the shores of the Americas as a cure for 
scurvy on long voyages (Montinola 1991, p.32; Okihiro 2014, p.95). According to 
Montinola–during a meeting in 2014–the accidental discarding of the pineapple suckers, 
rather than its deliberate introduction, is credited with its introduction into the Philippines. 
The Red variety is hardy and grows without much attention and its fruit is small while its 
leaves are long. It is fibrous, so it was not grown for food and it is not grown on a wide scale. 
 
 
Figure 22. Pineapple tab. IV 1652, Johann Christoph Volkamer, hand coloured copperplate engraving from Nürnbergische 
Hesperides, Volckamer’s greenhouse of which he engaged several artists and engravers to document and 
produce Nürnbergische Hesperides, a two-volume work featuring his collection, J.A. Endter Sohn und Erben, Nuremberg 
The pineapple is thought to have accidentally landed on the island of Samar in the Visayan 




Benitez & Craig 1916) during the first wave of globalisation. While the Spaniards sought to 
co-opt the indigenous discursive and symbolic apparatus, performative, linguistic, religious 
(Taylor 1991, p.95) the, 
[h]eterogeneity of the Philippine vernacular languages made it impossible 
for the Spanish to adopt and codify a single language in its colonizing and 
Christianizing mission. Too, the geographical diversity of the archipelago 
and the relatively small population of Spanish prevented the 
marginalization of Philippine languages. Rather, competence in Spanish 
(and later, with the advent of U.S. colonization, English) marked the 
formation of language-based class hierarchies, which continue to stratify 
metropolitan and rural life in the Philippines’. (See 2002, p.398)  
 
Consequently, the accidental arrival of the pineapple in the Philippines, its production into 
piña cloth and eventually into a national symbol, may be attributed to the actions associated 
with European colonisation and indigenous weaving practices, which, in the age of 
nineteenth-century nationalism, converged with print technology. Here the significance of the 
imagined national community (Anderson 1983) gave rise to piña cloth as a marker of identity 
and subsequently nationalism.  
 
 
Figure 23. A pineapple growing on the side of the road 1858, Jose Honorato Lozano, watercolour, J.A. Karuth Album on the 




Piña cloth production 
Piña cloth production has its origins in Ilo Ilo (Jagor 1875; Montinola 1991, p.44) on the 
island of Panay in the Western Visayas. Panay Island was–and still is–the main centre for 
Pineapple cultivation and weaving during the Spanish colonial period. Weaving was 
primarily done in Ilo Ilo, Aklan, Antique and Capiz; Ilo Ilo became the first port established 
and the centre for sugar (Jagor 1875, p.303) during the second Spanish settlement.  
Legazpi’s expedition in 1564, the settlement in Cebu and subsequently in Ilo Ilo in 1565 and 
Manila in 1571, mark the beginning of a 200-year European relationship with the Philippines 
which lasted until the separation of Mexico from Spain. The last galleon ship left Manila in 
1811, and from Acapulco, in 1815 (Villegas cited by Coo R. 2017, p.389; Reyes 2017, p.25). 
Piña cloth production reached its peak in the late eighteenth century and the first half of the 
nineteenth century. The Spanish colonial introduction of piña, its convergence with 
indigenous technologies of spinning and weaving, the Franciscan instigation of manufacture 
and the Chinese market all contributed to the rise of the production of piña cloth. The 
Spanish Galleon route between Manila and Acapulco lasted between 1565 and 1815 and was 
the main source of income for the colony (Fradera 2004; Milgram 2005). Piña cloth could be 
used to pay taxes when in 1571 Miguel Lopez Legazpi imposed a form of taxation to promote 
industry. In 1591, an ordinance was put in place by the Governor then, General Gomez Perez 
Dasmarinas, ‘forbidding the Indios from wearing silk or stuffs from China’ (Coo 2014, 
p.385) in an attempt to encourage the production of piña cloth. 
 
The series of events that contributed to the growth of the local textile 
industry included the expulsion of the Chinese from the Philippines 
following the British occupation in 1762-1764, the end of the Galleon 
trade in 1815, and Spain’s preoccupation with the Napoleonic wars 
(1799-1858). (Villegas cited in Coo 2014 p.389)  
Further, 
These events, which greatly reduced the importation, re-exportation 
and distribution of textiles, coupled with the agricultural development 
program of Governor-General José Basco y Vargas, left a niche for 





Among the factors that led to the decline of piña was the decline of the Galleon trade in 1815, 
which in turn resulted in the Spanish turning to cash crop agriculture in 1823. Land was 
cleared to grow cotton and sugar to produce income to sustain the colony. In Negros Island, 
in the Southern Visayas, once also a minor piña production area, land was cleared for sugar, 
while in Aklan, Panay, the project to reinvigorate the production of native cotton in 1870 was 
declared the single most important reason for piña’s decline. In addition to this, piña remains 
the only textile in the Philippines that cannot be mechanised. Subsequently, the demand for 
embroidered piña began to decline by the 1920s. 
With industrialisation came modern clothes which marginalised piña cloth even further 
(Milgram 2005, p.237). Production in Aklan almost ceased completely until in 1986 a group 
of designers, the Patrones Casa Manila, in an effort to revive it, proposed the creation of a 
composite style (Milgram 2007, p.237 2013; Roces 2013, p.364). Patis Tesoro was the first 
designer to blend piña-seda (piña /silk) and Raquel Eliserio, with the Aklan Fibre Industry, 
helped artisan and trained weaver Lida Lim, who developed Te- piña cloth in Puerto Princesa 
using a hybrid pineapple. 
Piña cloth use 
Prior to the Spanish arrival, Philippine clothing culture was a hybrid of Indonesian, Indian, 
Chinese, Malay and Arab influences. The translation of local dress into piña cloth 
transformed everyday clothing into a costume which at first became a visual marker for 
denoting race and class within the Spanish caste system in 1741 (Jagor 1875, p.32).  
Similarly, the rapid conversion to evangelism may be attributed to the adaptation of the 
animistic practices of the pre-colonial Philippines to Christianity (Bautista 2005, p.189). 
Indigenous animism was conflated with Christian vestiaries and embroidery illustrating the 
power of cloth as a ‘quintessential colonizing tool’ (Pratt 1992, p.23), yet also embedding it 
in indigenous traditions. In managing difference by rendering the foreign familiar, ‘the logic 
of sameness’ (Maharaj 2007, p.290) gave rise to an invented transcultural custom, an 
authenticity, and in turn, a perceived absent centre (Anderson 1998) in which an invented 
royalty (as described by curator and historian Marian Pastor-Roces during a meeting with me 
in Makati, Manila, on December 3, 2016) in the Philippines generated a pseudo-centre. 
Anderson argues that the bourgeoisie was distinguished by their ability to ‘achieve solidarity 
on an essentially imagined basis’ (Anderson cited in Pratt 1991, p.37); ‘If the main 




was print capitalism’ (Anderson cited in Pratt 1991, p.37), then, the codified language of the 
symbols used in embroidery and the naming of styles of dress made ‘visible the networks that 
would eventually constitute the literate elites’ (Anderson cited in Pratt 1991, p.37). The 
syncretic mixing of indigenous and foreign was in a sense a way of initially inventing culture 
for an imperialistic purpose and subsequently a national imaginary community that spoke of 
‘here and elsewhere’ (my emphasis). 
The language of the cloth 
The style of piña cloth in everyday clothing reflected the shifting politics of gender and 
nationalism in the Philippines in response to waves of colonisation (Roces 2005, p.354). 
Thus, it came to represent a similar heterogeneity which characterises the Philippines within 
the attempt to indigenise a national image (Milgram 2005, p.234). For example, the barong 
tagalog and the terno made with piña cloth are the recognised native national dress forms of 
the Philippines and have their origins in pre-colonial everyday clothing culture. The barong 
tagalog, which is a long coat-like dress shirt worn untucked, can be traced from pre-colonial 
indigenous Filipino through to Chinese and Mexican influences. Traditionally it is 
embroidered with a pechera, a block border embroidered on the chest like a, a frontispiece. 
The terno has its origin in the barot’saya. In the pre-colonial Philippines, the barot’saya 
consisted of a shirt and a sarong-like skirt which combined Indigenous Filipino, Malay and 
Indian dress. Between the early 1800s and the onset of American colonisation, the barot’saya 
underwent several changes that mirrored the politics of nationalism at the time. (Roces 2005, 
p.355) From barot’saya it first became known as the traje de mestiza in the early 1800s, then 
the maria clara in 1850 (named after the heroine in Jose Rizal’s Noli Mi Tangere); and 
finally, during the American colonial period, the shirt and skirt were joined together 
producing the terno. 
The panuelo and the handkerchief were two forms that had their origins in veils. The panuelo 
–shawl–is a triangular or square folded cloth made with embroidered piña and was worn in 
modesty (Roces 2013 p.348; Montinola 1991, p.84) to cover the sheerness of the 
transparency of the piña camisa (shirt) underneath. This was the distinctive addition to the 
maria clara, in which the influence of travel on the aesthetic of the mestizo class is 
demonstrated in the similarity between the panuelo and Victorian shawls. These designs 
demonstrate the visual influences of the material’s route via Persia, China, Manila, Spain, 




was embroidered with whitework. The handkerchief, recuerdo (Figure 24) was also an 
accessory of modesty and was used as a form of language etiquette. 
 
Figure 24. Recuerdo (no date), Anonymous, handkerchief sampler showing various forms of the drawn thread stitch on piña 
cloth (Montinola 1991, p.114) 
Lace and embroidery 
Embroidery was possibly introduced by the Chinese and taught by the Spanish Catholic 
missionaries (Montinola 1991, pp. 92-94; Milgram 2005, p.237); therefore, the types of 
embroidery used in traditional hand embroidered piña cloth has a distinctly Spanish influence 
(Montinola 1991, p.11). Often, various stitches are used in combination to form a lattice 
design, for example (Figure 24): sumbra–and haspe–where the stitch is used for shading on 
the wrong side; baldosa– bold, also described as a paving stone, tile or floor motif used to 
make borders; and calado and aspile which are drawn thread techniques. 
The most distinctive stitch, calado, is done by incising the cloth with a razor blade and 
drawing threads out; threads are then woven through contours in a diagonal manner revealing 
a pattern of holes which resembles a dot screen print. This technique may have become one 
of the most used stitches as it is clearly a sign of labour (Roces 2013, p.344), looks like lace 




climate in the Philippines. Embroidery was used to ornament the entire surface of cloth made 
for women’s clothing, like the terno; while it was primarily relegated to a border, the 
petchera, a geometric frontispiece, in the barong tagalog ( the masculine equivalent of the 
national dress) which is made by using a suksok, a type of embroidery inlaid during weaving. 
During the eighteenth century, weaving and embroidery were associated with a cosmopolitan, 
educated, elite class of women (Roces 2013, p. 344) who were part of the rising mestiza class, 
rather than the indigenes. Women of this elite class made works that were not necessarily for 
consumption and therefore were free to make artworks. Artworks such as painted and 
embroidered piña–sometimes with hair (Ramos 2016, p.35)–are examples of this. The 
mestiza embroiderers saw themselves as more sophisticated than the weavers in the convents.  
 
 
Figure 25. Christening dress (no date), piña cloth, Antonio Prieto Family (Montinola, 1991, p.157) 
Until the early twentieth century embroidery designs remained Eurocentric (Figure 25) and 
white, monochromatic, and otherwise known as whitework or ecru (Roces 2013, p.344); the 
imagery was not drawn from indigenous textile patterns. Embroidered piña cloth designs 
during this time demonstrate the transcultural conflation of a Chinese technique and the 
Spanish missionary, made visible through motifs such as Baroque ecclesiastical motifs, 
butterflies and flowers. This may have been because the embroiderers were taught in 
convents. The works were made with a European audience in mind and embroidered piña, 




cosmopolitanism for both those who travelled and those who stayed at home. The mimetic 
skills associated to piña embroidery were perceived as demonstrating a lack of originality by 
early travel writers such as Fedor Jagor (1875) whose criticism that ‘everything there is a 
spiritless imitation’ (p.38), rather than perceiving that mimicry - and transcultural 
engagement– ‘has been regarded as an act that can be deliberate, an experiential way of 
learning and a way of knowing the world (San Pablo Burn, 2013, p.12). 
From pintado to ilustrado 
Piña’s history can be read through its shifting role and appropriative hybrid forms employed 
to create a globalised image of race, status and, subsequently, nationalism. Its changing 
signification mirrors the attempts to create an authentic national cultural material to represent 
a homogenised image of the Philippines. The weaving of heterogenous fibres with indigenous 
knowledge reflects the hybridity of Philippine culture. Woven into piña’s performative social 
life and its surface is a combination of appropriative imagery and ritual which reflects the 
hybrid character of the Philippines. However, a globalised image instead of a localised one 
which positioned the Philippines firstly as a European colony and then American one, further 
marginalising indigenous traditions. Piña became synonymous with indigenous cultures 
while other indigenous fabrics such as jusi (silk) and sinamay–abaca, and the respective 
traditional ritual, craft and imagery associated with them, were relegated to the margins. 
Furthermore, the European baroque language of ornamentation marginalised the pre-colonial 
voices of indigenous culture. However, since the revival of piña cloth in the eighties, 
designers have crafted their practice by contextualising it within indigenous textiles. 
 
 
Figure 26. Boxer Codex 1595, Luis Pérez Dasmariñas commissioned an illuminated manuscript for the King of Spain, Philip 




Feleo, A Cordillera hinaboe with embroidered patterns on a cotton cloth and with a piña cloth over it. The tattoos are 
derived from the burik (tattoos) of the Banao people in the Cordilleras, inspired by the 1885 drawings by Hans Meyer, 
photograph Neal Oshima (Alejo-Hila, Alguilar-Reyes & Feleo 2008, p.259) 
 
In 1741 the Spanish, through a form of syncretic appropriation, used piña as a tool to enforce 
Imperialist values through the Spanish language in dress styles. Although some dress styles 
persisted from its pre-colonial influences, the names associated reflect the extent to which the 
Spanish language was embedded in everyday material culture. The eclectic names of styles 
further illustrate the transmutation in the colonial history of the Philippines; from Japan, the 
kimona; from Malay, the saya; from Spain, panuelo (shawl), camisa (shirt), mestiza and the 
maria clara (Figure 28). The embedded toponomy in dress names demonstrates how 
influential language and dress were in reinforcing the Spanish caste system. Nevertheless, the 
hybridisation of indigenous and colonial/past influences (Indian, Chinese, Japanese and 
Malay) is evident in the various clothing styles to this day.  
During the American colonial period, another form of hybridisation occurred in which piña 
cloth was reclaimed as a marker of authentic Filipiniana (heritage), to produce an imagined 
state of tradition to manufacture a national Philippine identity for a global market. At the 
onset of the postcolonial era after the Second World War, piña was reclaimed to project a 
national identity within a global context through ‘a retroactively invented aristocracy’ 
(Pastor-Roces, during a meeting with me in Makati, Manila, on December 3, 2016). On the 
one hand, in its current state piña perpetuates an essentialist exotic cultural tradition, a 
Filipiniana–cultural artifacts that define the Philippines like the butterfly sleeves of the terno–
which points to nostalgia by remaining a marker of tradition. On the other hand, it is in the 
peripheral spaces of its labour (Milgram 2007) rather than its central position as design that 
piña production is a site of resistance, especially because of its position as an ecological 
textile for example, in its labour and that it is sustainable practice and the way that it enables 
women to craft their own relations in the process (Milgram 2007). 
The fluctuating use of dress to manufacture identity projected in the national politics of the 
Philippines (Roces 2005) is an example of how everyday material culture can be transformed 
from a site of production to one of ideology, demonstrating that the Philippines is ‘an entity 
whose different histories have established its political borders’, while the idea of ‘national 
identity is “largely a contrived one”, resulting more from government manipulation of 




piña cloth as an ideological marker of national identity is mainly evident in the elite classes. 
The excessive cost of piña cloth created an exclusive market and was used to project a 
Filipino national tradition and identity (Roces 2005 & 2013). 
 
 
Figure 27. Tipos del Pais ca. 1800-1899: A Filipino holding a fighting cockerel, esclavinas and salakot 1823, Justiniano 
Asuncion y Molo, watercolour on paper (left); A mestizo holding a cigar and umbrella, wearing a pañuelo and salakot 1845, 
Damian Domingo, watercolour on paper (right), Filipinas Heritage Library, Ayala Museum, Manila  
 
The ‘Tipos del Pais’ (Figure 27) were watercolour postcard-size paintings made as souvenirs 
to demonstrate the distinct types of dress in the Philippines to a European audience. ‘In 1815, 
the Archbishop of Cebú commissioned a set of watercolours, now in the Archivo General de 
Indias in Seville and in the Filipinas Heritage Library in the Ayala Museum in Makati, 
Manila, entitled ‘Tipos del País’ (Roces 2013, p.349). These ‘postcards’ were labelled as 
types and perpetuated segregation of race and class to the world outside (Roces 2013, p. 346). 
Dress played a significant role in delineating class and race as a visual form (Roces 2013, p. 
p.347; Jagor 1875, p.24) in the caste system imposed by the Spanish in 1741 to the early 19th 
century. In paintings and travellers’ accounts, piña was worn by mestizos (Roces 2013). 
Weaving piña, embroidering piña, and wearing piña cloth were associated with a mixture of 
Spanish and Chinese mestizos and criollos who were the administrative class below the 




(Roces 2013, p.346). It was the mestizos who wore piña cloth, making it synonymous with 
race and class and with those who imagined themselves to be ‘Filipino’ (Roces 2013). 
The mestizos became the new wealthy elite after the demise of the Galleon trade in 1815, 
which compelled the Spanish governor-general in the Philippines to clear land for the cash 
crops of cotton and sugar. This new blend of Spanish and Chinese mestizos and criollos 
travelled to Europe and returned home as the enlightened, the ilustrados (Roces 2013, p.346). 
This class wore piña, which came to be identified as national dress; consequently, they were 
the first to define themselves as ‘Filipino’ (Roces 2013, p.346) and to identify as the Spanish 
‘other’ at the onset of American colonisation (Roces 2013, p.358). 
During the early years of the American colonial period, piña was worn by the ilustrados to 
project a European/Filipino image (Roces 2013, p.358) as opposed to that of an American 
sajonista (American Filipino). A style of miniature paintings during this time reflected the 
characteristic of the ilustrado in the form of portraiture that, in rendering fine detail, projected 
a European ‘other’ through a delicacy in the rendition of the textile by depicting the dress as 
equal to the representation of the sitter (Roces 2013, p.355). Miniaturismos (Figure 28) were 
commissioned to represent this class of ilustrados. 
 
 




Between 1902 and 1946, the shifting use of piña mirrored men’s and women’s political status 
(Roces 2005). During American colonisation, piña was still perceived as a sign of the 
colonised so, while men wore Western suits, women wore piña as they were seen as the 
bearers of tradition which “reflected their position as disenfranchised, disempowered, non-
citizens” (Roces 2005, p.360). 
However, the female suffrage, ‘the Panuelo activists’ of 1937 (Roces 2005), born out of the 
first women graduates in 1908 and considered to be modern and Americanised, campaigned 
for changes including reform of the Spanish Civil Code and voting rights (Roces 2005, p. 
362). ‘Their use of piña as a national dress was a feminist strategy to ‘repackage’ the 
‘modern’ Filipina, a ‘traditional’ women’s narrative that played on the nostalgia for a 
romanticized Filipina woman” (Roces 2013, p.363), while also projecting “Tradition, 
nationalism and Filipino” (Roces 2005). According to Roces this strategy was a way that 
women could enter a male-dominated politics, as wearing traditional piña would make them 
appear less modern and, therefore, less threatening (2005 p.365). Figure 29 shows an 
example of the types of caricatures published at the time which portrayed the identification of 
the ‘Panuelo activists with the terno.  
 
 
Figure 29. Encarnacion Alzona (no date) by Gat. Probably published in The Manila Chronicle, from the personal papers of 




In 1953, after Independence, the ensuing nationalism resulted in the rise of men wearing 
piña. President Magsaysay reclaimed it as a sign of the working-class masses, and when 
Marcos introduced Martial law in 1972, piña was transformed into a uniform (Roces 2005, 
p.370). His intention was to project an international image through piña and, in addition, raise 
it to haute couture (Roces 2005, p.374). Furthermore, piña became synonymous with the 
image of Imelda Marcos: “When I got indicted, I did not shout at the Americans for the 
injustice heaped on me. I made a statement by wearing a terno, to say I am Filipino. I could 
not wear a flag, so I used the terno to make my statement” (Marcos cited in Roces 2005, 
p.369).  
When I returned for the third field trip in 2015, all the women in the houses along the main 
road in Barangay Concepción were working on APEC shirts. Walking down the street, Alida 
Tagorda would point to ‘Russia’, ‘America’, ‘Papua New Guinea’; the image of the women 
working in the makeshift houses illustrated the vast chasm that exists in time and space 
between the embroiderers’ houses and the politicians who would wear the shirts within a few 
months at the Sofitel Hotel in Manila Bay (Figure 30). The revival of piña cloth, in Aklan in 
1986, repackaged it as a project that was linked to a nostalgia for the ilustrado identity of the 
1930s and one that, at the time of the 2015 APEC convention, was reflected by the then 
President, Benigno Aquino, while, Duterte, his successor, wore the barong to project himself 
as a paysano– ‘of the provinces’ (my emphasis). The reversal of the role of the politics of 
dress is demonstrated in the APEC Summits wherein the leaders of the Western world now 
wear the national dress of the previously colonised ‘other’ (Roces 2005, p.372). 
 
 
Figure 30. Barack Obama shakes hands with Philippine President Benigno Aquino before a family photo and a gala dinner 





Piña cloth’s historical and contemporary route traced through its syncretic and heterogeneous 
origins, its divisive materiality used as a marker to marginalise, its incorporation of 
appropriate symbolic forms in attempting to speak as a national, authentic, homogenised 
image of ‘Filipino’ and, ultimately, its revival as a reversal of hierarchy and a re-
contextualisation within indigenous Filipino textiles, positions piña as a cultural material that 
evades a static authentic interpretation and situates it in the context of transcultural textiles. 
Piña is a classic transcultural object of the contact zone and is an example of what people on 
the receiving end of empire do with metropolitan modes of representation (McLean 2014). In 
this respect, piña gained the sort of cultural agency that sugar and tobacco had in Cuba. In 
Cuban Counterpoint: Tobacco and Sugar (1995), Ortiz uses the term ‘transculturation’ to 
analyse the relational transformations brought together during Cuba’s colonial and imperial 
history via the impact that sugar and tobacco simultaneously had on both Cuba and America. 
In doing so, Ortiz thereby unmasks the agency of commodities which is hidden in apparently 
human agencies and which therefore challenges the stable narratives and identities of colonial 
and postcolonial history.  
If piña’s transculturation is attributed to the convergence of colonialism, printing and the 
indigenous knowledge of weaving–then the next chapter, which is about the artwork in the 
contact zone, can be attributed to the third wave of globalisation–a diasporic sensibility 
(Pastergiardis cited by McLean, 2014) through displacement and the accelerated movement 







From an Imperial Eye to a Decolonised Eye 
Absent Centre 
This chapter analyses the transcultural agency of the pineapple and extends it to contextualise 
marginality in an art practice through an active strategy of displacement. I draw from my 
peripatetic history, and specifically my return to the Philippines as a site peripheral to the 
Western artworld. The power invested in objects on the periphery is that the artworld’s 
constraining structures are largely absent, and objects such as piña cloth, unmoored from 
artworld preconceptions and as a cultural material formed by an intermeshing of cultures, 
operates largely in its own space. Unlike other traditional cloth in the Philippines, it is not 
bound to the death/life rituals as other indigenous fabrics are; and nor does it have any 
traditional agency in the Western artworld. It does have a history in Filipino national histories 
but this only further distances it from the Western artworld. Further, as an introduced cloth 
that has been indigenised, piña occupies no fixed position and can be understood by tracing 
its transformation through its route or phases between marginalisation and revival. 
 
I argue that the most productive way to theorise piña is through the anthropologist Fernando 
Ortiz’s neologism, ‘transculture’ (1947), in which the ‘interplay of cultural forms and 
material conditions’ (Coronil in Ortiz 1995, p. xiii) gives rise to a processual space in which 
different cultures negotiate through engagement, collaboration, and appropriation (Pratt 
1992). As well, being distant or displaced from dominant discourses, the transcultural 
relations of piña open a space for autoethnography in which the othered and marginalised can 
find a voice.  
 
To illustrate an arts practice informed by transculture and marginality, I extend the ‘interplay 
of cultural forms and material conditions’ (Coronil in Ortiz 1995, p.xiii) through a New 
Materialist ontology, for example, one in which Barad’s Entanglement of Matter and 
Meaning (2007) suggests a co-presence across the binaries of nature/culture, human/non-




Transculture and commodities 
While much of the postcolonial literature on transculture uses the term to describe cultural 
forms associated with displacement through colonisation and globalisation, especially in 
South America and its relation to the West (Ortiz 1995; Hall 2003), North America, Canada 
(Clifford 1997), North Africa (Enwezor 2008), and in Australia (McLean 2014 & 2016), 
there is little mention of the term in the context of the Philippines. This research takes its 
bearings, mainly from the transcultural literature on the colonisation of South America.  
 
The Philippines and South America shared an historical transmutation of cultures through 
several waves of migration and a similar articulation to the West. As examples of  Spanish 
colonies which more transparently show the artificiality and multiplicities of their identities 
(McLean 2014), the study of Philippine cultural material read through Latin American 
literature has revealed it to be an exemplary site of transculturation. Because the Philippine 
archipelago is positioned on an international trade route connecting East and West, it is the 
site of a steady stream of Balikbayan, overseas workers, presently the fourth generation–a 
project to secure funding abroad through a diaspora of transnational workers introduced by 
Marcos during the 1970s. This transmutation is further evident in the hybrid dialect used in 




Figure 31. Santo Niño and Pineapple (no date), Manuel Baldemor, 70 cm x 100 cm, oil on wood, India Legaspi’s home 





Figure 32. Pinnes 1586, Anonymous, 29.3 cm x 19.7 cm, illustrated manuscript, black chalk and a combination of pen and 
brown ink with watercolour, from the Histoire Naturelle des Indes, The Drake Manuscript, The Morgan library and museum, 
New York 
One example of the syncretic conflation of indigenous Animism with Christianity (Bautista 
p.188, 2005) is the collapsing of the image of the pineapple into the figure of the Christ 
Child, the Santo Niño (Figure 31). As described in chapter 1, the rapid evangelical Christian 
conversion in the Philippines was evident in its visual representation and language; the 
European merging of the Tupi name ‘Nana’ for the pineapple (Levitt 2014, p.107) was due to 
its resemblance to a pine cone (Figure 32). Such conflations demonstrate that ‘the 
transcultural dynamic is directly proportional to the limits and opacity of its translation’ 
(McLean 2014, p.41). Contact produces misunderstandings and mistranslations, but these can 
be fruitful. 
  
In Cuban Counterpoint: Tobacco and Sugar (Ortiz 1995) Coronil suggests that Ortiz directs 
the gaze outwards from the periphery where differences meet, viewing ‘cultural boundaries 
as artifices of power traced precariously on the sands of history’ (Coronil in Ortiz 1995, p. 
xv) and that ‘in the making and unmaking of cultural formations’ (1995) Ortiz ‘celebrates the 
self-fashioning of the peripheries, the counterpoint where people turn margins into centres 
and make fluidly coherent identities out of fragmented histories’ (Coronil in Ortiz 1995, p. 
xiv), and thereby ‘demystifies its ruling fantasies–notions of the authentic native, of separate 





Ortiz contextualises the term ‘transculture’ through Cuba’s history of transmutation of 
cultures that took place in less than four centuries through waves of migrants. ‘First came the 
Indian–Ciboneys and the Guanajabibes, and then Neolithic–the Taianos–then came 
agriculture, then came the hurricane of Europeans … and then came iron, gunpowder, the 
horse, the wheel, the sail, the church, the printing press…then came to realization a failed 
transculturation which collided with an aboriginal  human basis of a society which was 
subsequently destroyed and from the 16th century a completely new population was ushered 
in, by will and force: Spanish, African, Indians, Jews, Portuguese, French, North Americans 
and Chinese–in less than four centuries’ (Ortiz 1995, pp. 98 - 100). 
While the history of Cuba can be traced through its waves of migrations, the transcultural 
engagement and asymmetrical relations which formed because of this contact are most 
evidently read through the social life of commodities–tobacco and sugar–during the 
colonisation of Cuba by the Spanish. In his book, Cuban Counterpoint: Tobacco and Sugar, 
Ortiz uses the term ‘transculture’ to best describe the two-way nature of cultural formation, a 
word, he argued, that better described Cuban culture than the anthropological term 
acculturation which is usually used to describe such colonial cultures. 
Ortiz uses a contrapuntal Baroque allegory of the dialectics between tobacco and sugar to 
reveal their underlying alignment, not as contrasts nor as fixed binaries, but as hybrid. The 
personification of the plants as ‘Don Tobacco and Dona Azucar’ (Ortiz 1995) displaces the 
conventional focus on humans which in turn unmasks their agency. His allegorical essay 
recognises the ‘play of desire in the construction of colonial oppositions, vividly revealing 
how the colonial encounter forged cognitive categories as well as structures of sentiment’ 
(Coronil in Ortiz 1995, p.xiv). 
Ortiz begins to explain the transculturation of Cuba through these commodities by describing 
how Christopher Columbus first saw tobacco near the island of Santa Maria, near 
Ghuanahani, San Salvador, on October 15, 1492 and later, in Cuba on November 5, 1492. 
The word tobacco may have its origins in the Tupi name taboca, used to describe a certain 
variety of reed or cane (Ortiz 1995).  
 
The discovery of tobacco in Cuba was a surprise, but the introduction 
of sugar was planned …Tobacco is a magic gift of the savage world; 
sugar is a scientific gift of civilization … Sugar comes into the world 
without a last name, like a slave … tobacco is born a gentleman … 




free white population whereas for sugar cane black slaves were 
imported …The marriage of tobacco and sugar, and the birth of 
alcohol, conceived of the unholy devil, who is the father of tobacco, 
in the sweet womb of the wanton sugar–which produced the Cuban 
trinity: tobacco, sugar and alcohol. (Ortiz 1995 pp. 42-93) 
 
Tobacco, according to Ortiz (1995), was used by the indigenes in ritual ceremonies and was 
re-interpreted by the Europeans as an agent of the devil. Therefore, it had to be 
transculturated to a European conscience before it could be adapted to their psychology. Its 
pleasure was masked by its medicinal properties–although hiding in its addictiveness was the 
diabolical. On the other hand, the African slaves, who as a subordinate class aligned 
themselves with the Indios, were the first to take it up and transculturated it into a lifestyle 
unaccompanied by religion–it was transmitted beyond to Africa without any radical 
connection to their institutions. For the Europeans, tobacco’s temptation was attributed to the 
fall of Adam in the garden of Eden, the intoxication of Noah and the son of Bacchus; because 
tobacco was aligned with demonic associations, there were no saints or deities connected to 
it–nor for sugar. There were no syncretic assimilations, instead, during the Enlightenment in 
Europe, tobacco was transculturated from denoting a diabolical temptation to a thinking 
elixir; its further convergence with three other stimulants that appeared to appease the 
senses–coffee, chocolate and tea–transformed it from something malign to represent exotic 
pleasure, prestige and power.  
 
‘So, the African slaves brought their mysteries and sorcery, the Indians their occult powers to 
cure or kill, and the colonists their own belief in magic’ (Lea cited in Taussig 1980, p.41). 
Each brought their own interpretation and transculturated it. ‘The magical lore of the 
European was joined to that of the despised African and Indian to form a symbiosis, a 
transformation, and adaptation of forms previously unknown to each group’ (Taussig 1980, 
p.41). 
 
Like the liminal personae in the rites of passage made famous by 
Victor Turner their condition is one of contradiction and ambiguity, 
in which bizarre symbolization of death and birth is preeminent, 
symbols that are isomorphic with the historical status of the 
proletarianized peasants. As liminal beings–neither what they were, 
nor yet what they will become–the position of these half-peasants, 
half-proletarians is both negation and affirmation of all structural 




prominence the salient contrasts of the structures that enclose them, 
peasant modes of life and proletarian modes, and that theirs is the 
realm, as Turner puts it, of ‘pure possibility from whence novel 
configurations arise.’ (Taussig 1980, p. 108) 
 
Ortiz, in effect, brings tobacco and sugar back to the social world which created them, 
socialising them as it were, and in so doing illuminates the society that has given rise to them. 
Acting as both objects and subjects of history, commodities are shown to be not merely 
products of human activity, but active forces which constrain and empower it. In addition, 
Ortiz illustrates the way that different people simultaneously transculturated it, and how, they 
in turn, were reciprocally transculturated. 
Transculture and travel writing 
Print capitalism required a universal language which ‘set the stage for the modern nation state 
as a homogenous borderless space which brought census and map, warp and woof, into an 
inerasable embrace’ (Anderson 1983 p.185). What Anderson suggests is that the advent of 
nationalism was made possible through the idea of simultaneity, an ‘homogeneous, empty 
time, ‘in which simultaneity is, as it were, transverse, cross-time, marked not by prefiguring 
and fulfilment, but by temporal coincidence, and measured by clock and calendar’ (Benjamin 
1969, p. 263). Time conflated ‘of past and future in an instantaneous present’ (Benjamin 
1969, p. 265); that is, a co-presence of an imagined community. The printed text not only 
provided a shared codified lingua franca for the imagined community (Anderson 1983), it 
also re-named the world, in its image, through the naming of European explorers and 
discoverers, first through the spatial practice of place names in which foreign lands were 
inscribed with a toponomy of experience and European names (Carter 2010),  superimposed 
on landscapes previously named with foreign tongues, which, in turn, made visual the rest of 
the world for the people back home (Pratt 2008, p. 3). 
 
Similarly, the Linnean system (1735) of classifying nature created a new field of visibility 
(Pratt 1992, p.28) by displacing vernacular knowledge through the naming of plants and a 
‘visual mapping which produced a planetary consciousness which ordered nature to become 
commercially viable’ (Pratt 1992, p.29) within a European imaginary. The systematisation of 
nature coincided with the slave trade and plantations as ‘one by one the planet’s life forms 
were to be drawn out of the tangled threads of their surroundings and rewoven into European- 





In Imperial Eyes: Travel writing and transculturation, Pratt directs the gaze from a colonial 
frontier as seen from an imperial Western male eye, the ‘seeing man … He whose imperial 
eyes passively look out and possesses’(Pratt 1992, p.9) inwards, to the object of inland 
exploration and to the inventory that was the motivation of empire–a gaze that is turned 
inside because it is an ambivalent product of colonial desire (McLean 2014, p.4), a desire 
which is to be reciprocated in transcultural contact. ‘Whatever the difference, once caught up 
in the throes of transculturation each habitus is made contemporaneous with and adjacent to 
the other’ (McLean 2014, p.23). However, while European accounts of travel gave people at 
home a ‘sense of ownership, entitlement and familiarity of the world through a creation of a 
domestic sense of empire’ (Pratt 1992, p.3), Europe blinded ‘itself to the ways in which the 
periphery determines the metropolis’ (McLean 2014, p.4).  
In referring to the Philippines’ ongoing articulation with and persistent connection to the 
United States, See (2009) proposes ‘that identity is a decolonizing practice, one that 
ironically comes most alive when identity is under erasure’ (p. xxvi), as when Filipinos living 
abroad are ‘born of plural colonial histories’ (See 2009, p. xxx) a position in which the 
acceleration of the process of displacement and diaspora, produces what Papastergiadis 
suggests is ‘a diasporic sensibility in which agency is found in the very fragmentation, 
translations and crossings of dispersal’ (Papastergiadis cited in McLean 2014, p. 38). 
 
Pratt co-opts the term ‘contact’(1992) from linguistics where the term ‘contact language’  
refers to pidgins. She suggests that these are the first modes of communication in points of 
contact. Travel entails different methods to satisfy the need for communication; the visual 
and pidgins are mixes of language which often employ a mixture of recognised sound, 
gesture, mimicry and humour–the rhetoric of social actions associated with sound is often the 
first way that people can express themselves in another language.  
 
All languages are transcultural, and none more so in the modern age than English. In 
Transcultural Joyce (1998), Lawrence considers the after-life of James Joyce through 
postcolonial translations read across diverse cultures. Joyce writes from a colonised, 
borderline position–through the overlap and coexistence between the first and third worlds– 
‘between the incommensurable realities of the metropolis and of the colony’ (Lawrence 1998, 




weaves rhetorical modes of spelling and phonetics which are written as they sound, and, as 
interpreted, can be understood by a person who speaks English as a second language–his use 
of manic and uncontrollable multiplications of meaning, a syncretic practice of conflating 
several cultures through neologism - and rhyme, rebus and pun–implicates the irony through 
comedy of a postcolonial hybridity. In Imaginary Homelands, (2010), Rushdie similarly 
points to India’s colonisation, displacement and migration to legitimately claim the Irish, the 
Jews and Joyce as forbears of its culture–as a condition of hybridity, impurity and an 
intermingling in a polyglot that is as comfortable in London as in Delhi (Lawrence 1989).  
Or one could point to a much earlier text (Figure 33). In 1615 Felipe Guaman Poma de Ayala 
wrote the chronicle, the ‘Nueva  Coronica y Buen Gobierno I Justicia’– the New Chronicle 
and Good Government and Justice, dated Cuzco, 1615– in which Guaman Poma describes 
the history of Christendom in Peru. In conflating the Christian and indigenous histories of 
creation, he made apparent Spanish exploitation through an inventive bi-lingual mix of 
Quechua and Spanish. Set in a chronicle form, the four hundred illustrations incorporate the 
alphabet, Spanish language, and line drawing and weave them into Quechuan forms of spatial 
symbolism and Andean structures (Pratt 1991, p.35).  
 
Figure 33. Fraile Dominico MVI colérico y soberbioso que ajunta solteras y biudas, deziendo que [e]stán amanzebadas. 
Ajunta en su casa y haze hilar, texer rropa de cunbe [tejido fino], auasca [corriente] en todo el rreyno en las dotrinas 1615, 




Inca woman in making textiles with a backstrap loom), drawing #257 in the Nueva  Coronica y buen gobierno I justicia, The 
Royal Danish library 
‘Autoethnographic texts are typically heterogeneous, usually addressed both to metropolitan 
readers and the speaker’s own social group, and are received differently by each’ (Pratt 1992, 
p.9). This is because transcultural contact is uneven and not pre-determined, it is 
asymmetrical and often violent, in the case of colonial contact, and it is a means of adaptation 
by the subordinate through forms of appropriation and translations which can manifest in 
both hybrid and syncretic forms. This ability to survive is manifested through the rapid 
switching (See 2009, xxiii) of identities, languages, and epistemologies (Pratt 1992) which in 
turn, mine the power of the periphery (McLean 2003). 
For example, Pratt describes the point of view of women travellers who occupied a restricted 
position but nevertheless expressed a self-reflexivity whose point of view sat in often direct 
contrast to the male imperialist counterpart. Rather than assessing the landscape as an 
inventory, Mary Kingsley’s description of an African swamp in Travels in West Africa (1897) 
is feminised, without taking possession; it is, as Pratt suggests, ‘a monarchic female voice 
that asserts its own kind of mastery … and parodies power’ (Pratt 1992, p.209). 
The great black winding river with a pathway in its midst of frosted 
silver where the moonlight struck it; on each side the ink-black 
mangrove walls, above them the band of stars and moonlit heavens 
that the walls of mangrove allowed me to see. (Pratt 1992, p.209)  
 
In suggesting feminotopias–idealised worlds of female autonomy–women writers employed 
‘quests for self realization and fantasies of social harmony’ (Pratt 1992 p.165). In Flora 
Tristan’s description of the women of Lima, Peru, in 1834, she notes that, ‘the Limenas are 
taller than the men, mature early, have easy pregnancies, are irresistibly attractive without 
being beautiful, and are far above the men in intelligence and will power’ (Pratt 1992, p.164). 
Tristan describes, in a feminist analysis, the saya y manto as an instrument of their freedom:  
 
When the women of Lima want to make their disguise even more complete, 
they put on an old bodice, an old manto and an old saya. … This is a 
recognized form of disguise and is known as Disfrazar. A Disfrazada is 






In her description of the attire worn by the Limenas, ‘Tristan … exemplifies the 
feminocentric perspective available to her … and her debt to images of female power 
produced by the French Revolution and early feminism’ (Pratt 1992, p.153). Tristan 
transposes her idealised version and in so doing transculturates her vision of a feminine 
utopia by conflating her reading of the Limenas with her idea of female empowerment. 
 
From inside Pratt turns the gaze back, from outside–elsewhere-in, and suggests that travelling 
back is like looking into a mirror; just as travelling can displace the familiar, so too can the 
return make the familiar foreign; the asymmetrical vision is a self-reflexive perspective 
formed from within and without. Pratt (1992, p.229) re-orients the gaze through Alejo 
Carpentier’s ‘De lo real Meravilloso Americano’(1967) view on his return to Cuba; in his 
absence, Carpentier has fashioned his image of his country through an Eurocentric 
perspective,  
 
[I] saw the possibility of bringing certain European truths to our latitudes, 
against the grain of those who, traveling opposite the course of the sun, 
took our truths abroad to places where only thirty years ago there was still 
no ability to comprehend them and no framework for reading them in their 
own terms. (Carpentier, cited in Pratt 1992, p. 229) 
 
His eye transmits a reality that has been informed elsewhere. By reading through a 
Eurocentric perspective, Carpentier discovers that in Cuba a ‘part of Europe lives on that is 
no longer alive in Europe–the belief in the marvellous of the Middle Ages which lingers in 
America’ (Pratt 1992, p. 229). As such, ‘Carpentier’s new American cultural subject is born 
through travel and an itinerary that went not around but through the metropole and back. ‘The 
path to decolonisation and subjectification runs not around, but through the codes of 
modernity’(Pratt 1992, p. 230).  
  
In ‘Noli mi Tangere’(1886), Jose Rizal similarily offers a view, from elsewhere, one in which 
he expresses the melancholy of his home country through the mediation of two distinct 
worlds coming together. As Anderson apprehends, in The spectre of comparisons (Anderson, 
1998), ‘the local world exceeds itself and slips into the colonial world that is incommensurate 





The sight of the botanical garden  drove away his gay reminiscences: the 
devil of comparisons placed him before the botanical gardens of Europe, in 
the countries where much effort and much gold are needed to make a leaf 
bloom or a bud open; and even more, to those of the colonies, rich and 
well-tended, and all open to the public. Ibarra removed his gaze, looked 
right, and there saw old Manila, still surrounded by its walls and moats, like 
an anaemic young woman in a dress from her grandmother’s best times. 
(Rizal cited in Flores 2014, p.179) 
 
An identity that is transculturally informed by movement and engagement across cultures 
creates a kind of parallelism (Pratt 1992, p. 242) that seeks to highlight differences and is 
generated especially through a wilful displacement and seeks a space between identities. Pratt 
states that: 
 
mass scale movement produces new forms of citizenships and belonging, wherein 
transplanted people exercise their citizenship in the form of an often permanent 
‘awayness’–a dual citizenship both literally and in an existential sense, a kind of 
doubling of the self into parallel identities, in one place and the other, one language 
and another (1992, p. 242).  
 
New Materialism 
In Marks of the Transitory, Seremetakis (1994)  points to the loss of the Rhodakhino, ‘the 
breast of Aphrodite’–a Greek peach displaced by the influx of the global movement of fruits– 
replaced by a ‘tasteless’ new version. Seremetakis suggests that in remembering the peach 
through its difference, the memory attached to its social life, experiences and associations is 
accompanied by memories of tastes and aromas and ‘reveals the extent to which the senses 
are entangled with history’ (Seremetakis 1994, p.2). What she suggests is that the erasure of 
difference through the homogenising of such economic processes reveals the extent to which 
‘cultural identity is a material practice embedded in reciprocities, aesthetics and sensory 
strata of material objects’  (Seremetakis 1994, p.11). ‘It is sameness and not 
incommensurability that prohibits transculturation’ (McLean 2014, p.41). 
The biographies of things can make salient what otherwise remain obscure 
… [I]n situations of cultural contact, they can show … that what is 




they are adopted, but the way they are culturally redefined and used. 
(Kopytoff 1986, p.67)  
 
However, transcultural contact can be violent, and in cultures that experience contact through 
colonisation and forced migration, experiences such as tastelessness can be self-imposed 
through an internalised ‘eye of the other’ (Seremetakis 1984, p.8), which sees their own 
culture and residual experience from a position of defamiliarisation and estrangement 
(Seremetakis 1984). 
The trajectories between things, people and nature are in constant flux–you no longer have to 
leave your home to feel displaced and un-homed–things and people arrive and leave, 
withdraw and appear. ‘How did it arrive?’ (Ahmed 2010, p.234). Negotiating a biography of 
things (Kopytoff 1986) then points to the routes, the paths from which objects, things, 
interact and accrue meaning. The arrival puts into play a sequence of effects which are 
transmitted through memory and the senses, through the material/immaterial. Commodities 
like cloth may enter as colonising tools but such commodities can also come to bear traces of 
their use and exchange value, their social life. Piña cloth, once marginalised, occupied an 
edgy position, the stages of its lifespan in constant oscillation between the centre and the 
periphery (Milgram 2005, p.232); it had a role in converting an empire into Christianity and 
in the imagining of a national identity. ‘What we can tell through its biography, is what also 
allows us to tell a larger story; a story not only of “things” changing hands but how things 
come to matter by taking shape through and in the labour of others’(Ahmed 2010, p.243). To 
travel the route of the social life of things is thus to trace a trajectory of objects across–how 
subjects get constituted in and by their relations to each other (Pratt 1992, p. 8)–and ‘treat 
binary oppositions not as fixities, but as hybrid and productive, reflecting their transcultural 
formation and their transitional value’ (Coronil in Ortiz 1995, p.xv). If transculture can be 
described as the interplay of cultural forms and material conditions, then, the term ‘new 
materialism’ unmasks the agency hidden in the entanglement of matter and meaning: 
 
The term proposes a cultural theory that radically rethinks the dualisms so 
central to our (post) modern thinking and always starts its analysis from 
how these oppositions (between nature and culture, matter and mind, the 
human and the inhuman) are produced in action itself. It thus has a 
profound interest in the morphology of change and gives special attention 
to matter (materiality, processes of materialization). (Van der Tuin, Dolpijn 





The relational nature of cultural formations read through a transcultural and new materialist 
perspective undermines the distinction between first and third world, human and inhuman, 
organic and synthetic and suggests an engagement and accountability to the material and non-
material world. Acknowledging the agential potency of things, as considered through 
transculture, together with a materialist ontology, reveals the porous, slippery interface of 
contact. Pineapple, sugar, tobacco and the written text are examples of matter with agential 
properties: each, in turn, transculturated the landscape, people, social conditions, rituals and 
languages it intersected. Comparatively, matter read through the agency of new materialism– 
through its processual relational engagement, its asymmetry, its constant motion–receding 
and coming into view–is haptically entangled in networks and assemblages.  
Bennet sees the world’s entanglement through ‘fine gradations of experience’ (Bennet cited 
in Graham 2010, p.128), an ongoing series of events, motion, which as in nature ‘operates not 
in the service of a pre-given end but for the sake of itself as a process’ (Spinoza cited in 
Bennet 2010,  p.118). Bennet suggests that in assemblages, causality and agency are 
indeterminate and that ‘an assemblage owes its agentic capacity to the vitality of the materials 
that constitute it’ (Bennet 201, p. 34 ) and points to the agency and power of food to shape 
the disposition of persons and nations, that psychological, cognitive, aesthetic and moral 
complexities are altered and reformed by what we eat (Bennet 2010).  
Another example is Graham Harman’s (2012) analysis of  Eddington’s parable of two tables 
(1927). Harman introduces a third table to describe the way things are generally rationally 
reduced.  By describing the physical and the familiar tables–one reduced downwards to 
particles and one upwards as a series of effects on people and things, Graham suggest that the 
real table is a third table–completely different from the previous two–and that objects cannot 
be converted into the conditions by which they can be known or verified. Just as Ortiz 
suggests that you cannot reduce a child down to its parents, Graham suggests that: 
 
art does not reduce or dissolve white whales, mansions, rafts, apples into their sub- 
atomic underpinnings … [T]he arts do not merely replicate the objects of everyday 
life … nor seek to create effects on us. Instead, there is an attempt to establish objects 
deeper than their features through which they are announced, or allude to objects that 







Returning to a place involves the interplay between the familiar/unfamiliar (Haapala, 2005). 
My visual memory of the Philippines, on returning after thirty-five years, was buried under 
concrete highways. My route in was through the memory in the senses and the materiality of 
objects, sounds, smells. As I walked around Quezon City on my first trip back, memories 
attached to these objects, sights and smells were rekindled and, in turn, I found that after a 
few days I could recall numbers and words that were buried in my memory.  
 
Re-departure … An elsewhere that does not merely lie outside the center but 
radically striates it … [I]dentity is a way of re-departing. Rather, the return to a 
denied heritage allows one to start again with different re-departures, different 
pauses, different arrivals. (Minh Ha 1991 p.14 ) 
Displacement as a strategy, then, is a way of ‘disturbing one’s own thinking habits, 
dissipating what has become familiar and cliched, and participating in the changing of 
received values’ (Minh Ha 1991, p. 21). It is a point of engagement that takes over as you are 
located into an unfamiliarity, which after a few days in one place dissipates. It is these 
displaced moments that can disrupt the universalist pretensions of one’s own point of view 
(Kraenzle  2008) and which reflect a set of actions, feelings and engagement within this space 
of suspended structure. It is this wonderment that is produced in a point of contact, a space 
within which you ‘see, hear and touch, to go toward things as though always for the first 
time’ (Minh Ha 1991, p. 21). Displacement can manifest in a condition of being permanently 
from elsewhere; it is a position of being slightly outside. 
 
Displacing is a way of surviving. It is an impossible, truthful, story of living in-
between regimens of truth. The responsibility involved in this motley in-between 
living is highly creative one: the displacer proceeds by unceasingly introducing 
difference into repetition. By questioning over and over again what is taken for 
granted as self-evident, by reminding oneself and the others of the unchangeability 






Figure 34. Consola Los Heroes 1997, 200 cm x 150 cm x 60 cm, detail, formica, enamel, plastic, glass, steel, chrome, 
aluminium, rubber, sound and light, La Caracas: Urban Reflection on a Contemporary Metropolis, curated by Ana Maria 





Transculture and Art  
Las Caracas is a project which took place between 1995 and 1998 in Bogota, Colombia and 
was conceived through an ongoing interdisciplinary collaboration with Paul Lashmet (NY) 
and Gonzalo Cano (Col), one that through a transcultural collaboration sought to incorporate 
our respective points of view–based on the premise that someone living there as a local may 
see things differently than a foreigner does. 
Drawing on the perspective of a vehicle (Figure 34), the car and the public bus, this project 
looked at the transculturation of Bogota through the influx of signs and billboards, and how 
they constituted a vision elsewhere outside the Spanish colonial grid. Las Caracas negotiated 
the site of an avenue spanning across Bogota that cut across the diverse areas of the 
metropolis: from the ‘invasive’ south–migrants from La Tierra Caliente (the lowlands, for 
example, Baranquilla)–to the cosmopolitan, north–to the statue of Botero (the leader of the 
independence of Colombia). We did this by studying the construction, shape, size, message 
and imagery of billboards through their evolution from painted signs depicting local sodas 
painted directly on the facades of buildings, to the other extreme, where imageless brands in 
the form of texts were hoisted high on gigantic free-standing billboards, and whose messages 
spoke of ‘elsewhere’. 
In Double Desire (McLean 2014), Rey suggests that a ‘lighter hand’ may possibly be a way 
of negotiating the problems of intercultural collaboration and that the process itself,  is the 
artwork; the engagement is the work. (Rey 2014 p. 52-53).  
An early example of transcultural engagement can be seen in what McLean (2016) suggests 
is an instance of Australian Indigenous post-conceptual performative art.  By examining  a 
contact Corroboree staged  as a non-death threatening performance on September 7, 1790 by 
Bennelong (1764-1813) - a Darug senior from the Eora Nation in the Port Jackson area–and 
the then, Governor, Phillip (1734-1814), McLean points to an engagement which is a result 
of their mutual relation born from a familiarity through a forced contact. The Corroboree is 
played out through transcultural mimicry; a performance in which Bennelong co-opts wine 
and dress–the idioms of the coloniser (familiarised through his relationship with Phillip) and 
in doing so,  engages both the Indigenous and the colonisers (McLean, 2016). In a similar 
fashion to Guanam Poma, Bennelong was able to say the unsayable under the guise of the 




Syncretic forms are the result of transcultural processes in which appropriation occurs 
through contact. These new forms are not only multicultural and hybrid; they are also forms 
that speak to both cultures. Transcultural appropriation is not necessarily cultural 
exploitation. The work that is a result of transculturation is ‘not a mechanical agglomeration 
of traits’ (Malinowski in Ortiz 1995, p. lix) however; it is a work which is asymmetrical in its 
meaning and speaks both ways. Thus, transculture is a not so much an object as a process in 
which uneven forms of appropriation and their asymmetrical reception are in constant 
motion. 
This implies that anywhere there is contact there is a transcultural process: ‘all cultures are 
naturally syncretic’ (McLean 2014); therefore, if ‘transculturation is the default condition of 
every culture’ (Hall in McLean 2014.p.38), a diasporic sensibility then points to the inherent 
collaborative processes of transcultural translation–whether one travels or not. However, 
difference can be either highlighted ‘or ironed out and through appropriation, naturalized into 
the national myth itself’ (Bhabha 1991 p. 3). In this sense, hybridisation turns into some new 
form of original accumulation. Perhaps this is also what the reference to the original keeps 
pointing at: not to a cultural or any other origin, but to the repetitive contemporary reality of 
original accumulation (Heiser 2010) and thus, Clifford suggests, ‘we will invent your culture 
for you’ (Clifford 1997, p.180) by making the foreign familiar through a management of 
stereotyped images of the exotic. Thus, as Maharaj states, differences are conflated into a 
‘logic of sameness’ (Maharaj Cited in Jeffries 1999, p. 9) a cultural difference disguised as a 
global fashion trend. In this sense, hybridity and appropriation are a result of globalisation 
which has brought about a widespread taste for the ‘cultural’. ‘Perhaps a phenomenological 
perspective is between seeing hybridity both as a process of joining together (traditions, 






Figure 35. Herridas de la Lengua (wounds of the tongue) 1991, Manuel Ocampo, oil on canvas 
In this section, I consider artworks through a Latin American perspective. As stated earlier in 
this chapter, this research has mainly drawn from the literature on the Spanish colonisation of 
Latin America to compare it with a similar condition in the Philippines; so too, this research 
has led me back, via the Philippines to my past practice and my relation to Colombia. 
As in Pape’s and Oiticica’s work, the appropriation from the metropole–the coloniser–is the 
subject of Manuel Ocampo’s painting; Adopting a vocabulary of religious Spanish 
iconography and portraiture, Ocampo co-opts the Spanish language similar to Guanam 
Poma’s Quipos. Ocampo employs a type of Anthropophagy, consuming the language and 
imagery of the European as an act of silencing the indigenous voice through self-mutilation 
(Figure 35). Ocampo does not ‘repeat the violence of colonization, rather, it is a re-enactment 
of colonial violence, one that contains powerful anti-colonial sentiment’ (See 2009, p. 187). 
 
Ocampo’s use of Spanish symbolises a kind of double violence: not only does his use of 




position of the colonised subject who must articulate his or her pain in the language of the 
coloniser (See 2009, p. 43). Ocampo states: 
Over-used and abused concepts like identity and authenticity, both terms 
already flogged to death by dirty old man post-modern with his critical 
harangue on representation, but ultimately are indispensable brands for 
goods to sell en masse. The tag ‘bastard’ already connotes a challenge on 
authority, one who is born outside of official standards without the 
legitimacy of rights and presents a threat towards the original, since it is as 
we would call it as the Other. So, it’s a ‘negative’ term. And so is 
‘misrepresentation’ which might also mean what is false, or what is 
confusing, what is not clear or incorrect. Perhaps the common thread 
between my work and these ‘bastards’ is the narrative of the aesthetic 
incorrect which is almost a de-facto condition for those who are considered 
‘outside the pale of history (Hegel)’. (Fairley 2015) 
 
 
Figure 36. Torta Imperialis 2017, Manuel Ocampo, The Spectre of Comparison, installation detail, 57th Venice Biennale, 
Italy  
 In Torta Imperialis (Figure 36), Ocampo’s vocabulary of appropriative imagery uses 
mimicry to deride and mock a hybrid identity, the metaphor of the donkey alluding to sterility 







Figure 37. Abaporu 1928, Tarsila do Amaral, 85 x 72 cm, oil on canvas, Museo de Arte Latinoamericano de Buenos Aires  
Tarsila do Amaral painted Abaporu for her husband, the poet Oswaldo de 
Andrade, depicting an elongated, isolated figure with a blooming cactus. 
This landmark painting inspired the Manifesto of Anthropophagy and 
became the banner for a transformative artistic movement, which imagined a 
specifically Brazilian culture arising from the symbolic digestion–or artistic 
‘cannibalism’–of outside influences. (Loizou 2018). 
 
Oswaldo Andrade’s Cannibal Manifesto (1928) was adapted by Lygya Pape and Helio 
Oiticica; the former relating it the Tupinamban ritual of cannibalism. Inspired by the 
cannibalism of the Brazilian indigenous, the Tupinamba, they promoted Andrade’s idea of 
‘digestion’ in the mixing of cultures. In the statement in the manifesto, ‘I am only interested 
in what is not mine’ (1928), Andrade; 
‘[r]everses the fundamentalist politics of authenticity in order to 
legitimatise a critical, selective and metabolising appropriation of European 




resistance: to voluntarily swallow the dominant culture for one’s own 
benefit’ (Mosquera 2012, p.3).  
 
On the other hand, the metaphor points to a procedure that is characteristic of subaltern and 
post-colonial art in general; as a vision of the world it implies the perception of 
anthropophagy as a metaphorical definition of the appropriation of otherness for one’s own 
liberation (Castro Rocha 2013). 
 
 
Figure 38. Banquete Tupinamba 2000, Lygia Pape, 77 cm × 140 cm × 92 cm, wood, feathers, polyurethane and lightbulbs, 
Lygia Pape: A multitude of forms at the Metropolitan Museum, 2017, New York 
Oiticica adopted this syncretic practice in the 1960s and 1970s in a way to disrupt the 
hegemonic nature of the European avant-garde and its practices by introducing local elements 
and absorbing them into the tropical experience (Figure 39).  
‘Referred to in the late 1960s as ‘Tropicália’, this transcultural movement 




but also to the increasing proliferation of an emergent mass culture in 
Brazil.’ (Alberro, 2017 p.196). 
 
Through architecture and sculptural installation, Lygia Pape and Helio Oiticica underlined the 
importance of the body in the anthropophagic mixing of cultures. 
 
 
Figure 39. Eden 1969 (top left); Parangole 1967 (top right and below) and Tropicália 1966-67, Helio Oiticica, To Organize 




In the following sections, I position the works, by Steven Eastaugh, Tobias Richardson and 
Maria Cruz, as transcultural based on their practice which relies on either a strategy of 
displacement or the peripheral position of being from ‘elsewhere’. The transculturation in 
their works is evident via their various uses of appropriation, which is the result of relational 
processes of time and engagement within the places they are in. I have included these artists 
because I have collaborated with them in the past. In chapter 5, I outline two exhibitions 
which I curated in Manila and in Sydney, in May and September 2017, within which I 
exhibited their work. 
Eastaugh is an Australian painter who has spent most of his life in several countries and is 
currently based in Mendoza, Argentina. Eastaugh continues to travel, dividing his time 
between residencies and shows across Australia, South East Asia and France, and has been on 
seven residencies in Antarctica (Figure 40). Claiming to be looking for a nowhere space, an 
active strategy of displacement has been the basis for his art practice. Seeking a position of 
being somewhere and yet nowhere in the world, his work incorporates a diarist form of 




Figure 40. Sewn/Cardinal Points (Antarctica) 2006, Stephen Eastaugh, 210 cm x 350 cm, acrylic, cotton, wool, plastic 





I have sewn and painted a pattern based on the cardinal points of 
cartography. Antarctica is a place where mapping is still a major element of 
research. Locating oneself in this white wilderness is highly important and 
rather tricky. The similarities between maps and art revolve around both 
attempting to give information. Turning the unfamiliar into the familiar. It 
is presumed that the first scribblings in the dirt by humans were maps. 
Unlike cartography which is concerned with location, law and information. 
I concern myself with dislocation, experimentation, imagined space and 
mystery. The grid pattern I use is also influenced by Tongan tapa designs. I 
wanted in some way to make a raw Antarctic art as someone had to do it! 
There have never been any indigenous people on the Ice, very little art has 
been made in Antarctica. This work uses cartography and pattern to try to 
locate myself somewhere somehow. (Eastaugh cited in Roberts 2010) 
 
Richardson is an Australian painter and sculptor based in Castlemaine, Victoria. The painting 
MGD Funeral (Figure 41) depicts a funeral in Maningrida, Arnhem Lands. Richardson co-
opts the Australian Indigenous crosshatching technique and ochres in a slightly elevated view 
of a mosquito net. From 1997 to 1999 he lived in Utopia and from 1999 to 2002 he was based 
in Maningrida. Similarly, displacement informs his practice, in which he draws from his 
surroundings as if they were souvenirs, recording solely through painting, drawing and 
sculpture–no camera. Richardson travels on a yearly basis to Africa, France, Indonesia, 
Thailand and Malaysia. 
 
 





[T]ravel–is vital, it refocuses me, a stranger in a strange land prevails, when 
I travel everything is alive and I am so focused–I see everything for the first 
time, the travel I desire is not a week in London but months in rural Africa– 
it needs time. The painting is of a funeral in Arnhem Land, death permeated 
Maningrida, the death was so real the netting was to keep the flies off the 
body that was so ripe and smelly in the tropic heat–it was intense, I am 
drawn to the intensities of life but like to express it in a vernacular way. I 
draw and paint to know and understand where I am, drawing becomes a 
mode for travel, rather than a fleeting photo of a temple I draw it and my 
eyes cover every line and shadow–I know it and earn its respect so to speak. 
Drawing slows me down, sometimes we are told to draw what we see and 
not what we think we know. But I like to draw what I know, and this 
distorts the perspective, I visit a place–wander around get drunk, take a bus, 
struggle to converse, flirt with someone and then condense the experiences 
in a drawing or painting. In a way all my drawings and paintings of travel 
and trips become souvenirs and mementos, I don't write and don't take 
photos–I draw to know it–it's so simple yet profound for me. (In an email 
correspondence with me February 16, 2018). 
 
 
Figure 42. The Genius of the Crowd 2009, Maria Cruz, installation detail of sari-sari store, plastic chairs, batik, posters, 




Cruz is a Philippine artist who spends her time between Berlin, Sydney and the Philippines. 
Drawing from a painting practice, Cruz oscillates between figurative and abstract imagery, 
often employing texts (figs. 42 and 43). She weaves together a transcultural psychological 




Figure 43. What your daydreams reveal about your ethnic background 2014, Maria Cruz, 198 cm x 148 cm, oil on canvas, 
The CCP, Cultural Center of the Philippines 
I have negotiated a position of an active strategy of displacement to address ideas on a 
practice informed by fragmented influences, a heterogeneity and intertextuality which 
repositions alliance through affinity as well investigating to what extent transculturation is a 
process of art-making itself, which can contribute to the debates on contemporary art 
practice. To elaborate on the object of transculturation, this chapter has contextualized 
commodities; pineapple cloth with tobacco and sugar; travel literature and artworks. 
It has also extended the inherent characteristics of transcultural relational engagement 
between people and things through their social and material lives through theories 
surrounding New materialism. The next chapter will contextualise my field trips and the 















This chapter documents the five field trips I made following the geography of piña cloth in 
the Philippines between 2014 and 2017 (Figure 44). It illustrates through photographs my 
auto-ethnographic methodology, documenting it in the form of a photographic travelogue that 
positions the processes of piña and how they affected my practice. The photographs are a 
way of working through my field research and illustrate my route following the production of 
piña cloth and the material that I used in the artwork. 
The photograph is key to the research, contextualising the movement that occurs in a 
transcultural process and demonstrates the relational interface in which I translated my 
experiences into art practice.  The objective of the field trips was to position two types of 
photographic research and to juxtapose them in order to negotiate the dialectics between the 
analogue and the digital: the hand-made versus the machine made, the aesthetics of the 
convergence of the two and the insinuating of a temporality (slowness), labour (human body), 
marginality and a materiality that collapses machine/natural, organic/inorganic, 
analogue/digital. Important to visualising these relations are the vinyl materials found in 
walls and imitation cement flooring that mimic natural materials, coat and wrap the 
environment. They are inexpensive and universal, replaceable. They form the interface of the 
architecture, the patina of natural making something feeble look concrete. Retranslating them 
in my work onto a moveable material, I can peel them off and transplant them, re-figuring a 
habitat, claiming it by overlaying and therefore, re-configuring space, although temporarily. 
The purpose of the field trips 
An important technical aim of the project was to learn how to weave natural fibres in order to 
draw on the transitional state of this marginalised fabric and the traditional rituals and actions 
that accompany the process of its making. My aim then was to travel to the places where it is 
produced to learn how to weave piña cloth and to apply the knowledge gathered from this 
research to my practice of using printed textiles. The route of the research into the 
pineapple’s origin in Santa Cruz in Guadeloupe, Brazil, inadvertently led me to the town of 
Santa Cruz, the entry point to Lumbang in Laguna, the centre of piña embroidery in the 
Philippines. 
Method 
Researching piña cloth from Australia proved difficult. While there is considerably more 




Pastor-Roces’ Sinaunang Habi: Philippine Ancestral Weave (1991), most of the literature I 
found was centred on piña cloth’s historical significance as a national costume: Piña (1991) 
by historian Lourdes R. Montinola; The Philippines and Guatemala: A tale of three textiles 
(Stone 2011); Mina Roces’ Gender nation and the politics of dress in twentieth-century 
Philippines (2005) and Lynne Milgram’s research into crafting identity through piña cloth 
production, in Piña, Cloth, Identity and the Project of Philippine Nationalism (2005) ; I could 
not find much literature on the significance of piña cloth as a cultural material form in its 
current state. Lynne Milgram’s Entangled Technologies: Recrafting social practice in piña 
textile production in the central Philippines (2007), on piña cloth production in Aklan, 
formed the entry point into understanding the non-prescriptive processes involved in its 
making and applying it to ideas surrounding transcultural agency. 
I began my research by contacting Mina Roces at the University of New South Wales in 
Australia. Roces suggested that I contact historian Lourdes R. Montinola and Patis Tesoro, a 
designer. Both were instrumental in the revival of piña cloth in the 1980s. I contacted Tesoro 
who suggested that I come for a first visit to understand the geography of the textile. I was 
not intending to make five field trips; however, I soon realised that the logistics of travel and 
establishing contact were unreliable. I also came to understand the relational unfolding that 
this research would take. 
The research presented itself as one that I need to undertake face to face. Even when in 
Manila, establishing meeting times proved challenging because of the logistics involved in 
moving around Manila. In addition, there is a certain etiquette in extracting information; the 
meetings I had often involved a preamble, a discretion that opened over time and repeated 
visits. Therefore, the advantage of several visits to the same place meant that a familiarity led 
to more information being divulged. Every time I travelled somewhere information would 
become apparent and lead me like a long unwinding thread gesturing towards the routes I 
would travel. 
My field trips began as a wide search, and progressively narrowed on two towns, Balete in 
Aklan, on the island of Panay, and Lumbang, Laguna in Southern Luzon. Although piña cloth 
production and piña embroidery are still centred in Aklan and Southern Luzon, there are 
currently new innovative centres that are experimenting with pineapple fibre: blending of 
pineapple fibres from a hybrid in Palawan, pineapple fibre paper in Baguio and pineapple 
leather at the PTRI (Philippine Textile Research Institute) in Manila. Therefore, to get a sense 




could help me with the research. Although many of my field trips were centred on two towns, 
Balete, Aklan, Panay and Lumbang, Laguna in Southern Luzon, I also went to Palawan, the 
Cordilleras, Aurora and Negros. The history of piña cloth, its impact on pre-colonial 
indigenous textiles and the current ecological turn towards a demand for renewable fibres are 
so entangled in Philippine cultural material that following the thread of the pineapple fibre 
would lead me to several more places. 
The research was led by meetings; one led to the other. The women I met enabled me to 
understand the geography of the cloth. From left to right, in the image below (Figure 45), are 
the principal contacts who made it possible for me to undertake the research: Patis Tesoro with 
whom I stayed in San Pablo, Laguna, also with Lynne Milgram in Baguio; India Legaspi, artist 
and instigator of many cooperatives involved with piña revival in Kalibo, Aklan; historian 
Lourdes Montinola in Makati; Maria Cruz installing in at Pablo Gallery in the Fort, Taguig, 
Manila; Alida Tagorda, here inspecting embroidery in Barangay Concepción, Laguna; Raquel 
Eliserio outside her piña workshop in Fulgenzio, Balete, Aklan; Elizabeth, a weaver at 
Raquel’s weaving workshop Fulgenzio, Balete, Aklan; embroiderers in Alida Tagorda’s house 
in Lumbang, Laguna; Ursulita and Susima De La Cruz in their home in Kalibo, Aklan; (Adela 
Montalvo) from the PTRI at a workshop on dyeing at Raquel’s workshop in Fulgenzio, Balete, 













Figure 46. Tolda (tarpaulin) 2015, Baler, Aurora 
The project of the research was to learn about the process of piña production and uses and to 
contextualise it within my art practice. Through photography I appropriated the surfaces of 
the environments, in which I frequented during my fieldwork, and incorporated them into my 
woven and printed textiles. The prevalence of cloth in the built environment became the 
focus of the documentation alongside my research into piña cloth production; it is a physical 




ubiquitous–in red, blue and green–the stripes mimic a woven geometric pattern–which, like a 
band-aid, wraps the weather-beaten architecture, adorns the sari sari–small roadside stores– 
and covers motorbikes. Cloth’s position between the body and buildings acts as an interface 
and softens the dis-assembled edges; cloth is a witness to the prevalence of wind and rain and 




Figure 47. OO (YES) 2017, weaving detail, piña, silk and polyester suksok (woven inlaid embroidery), Aklan 
Overview of the field trips 
A combination of past connections, the artist community and my position as a researcher 
contributed to the frequency of my field trips. My point of entry was made possible by my 
association with the University of Wollongong; however, while the connection enabled me to 
contact a wide range of practitioners, it is currently a topic of interest in the Philippines. 
Piña’s revival, its position as a fabric open to interpretation (as stated earlier), coincides with 





Figure 48. Patis Tesoro 2014, in her house in San Juan, Manila 
During my first field trip in 2014, I met with Patis Tesoro, one of the designers who 
instigated the revival of piña in the 1980s. Tesoro’s position as an established clothes 
designer is woven through her practice of preserving indigenous textile-based traditions from 
the Philippines. Alongside producing high end traditional formal attire Tesoro expands her 
audience through the revival of indigenous practices. Through an enveloping project to 
encourage Philippine industry in textiles, Tesoro instigates projects which include the revival 
of indigenous plants for eating, weaving and dying; the workshops include both local 
community organisations and International institutions, such as the Museum of Anthropology 
in Madrid and a project supporting art and Autism included a New York Fashion show in 
2017.  
In effect, Tesoro weaves a transcultural practice by positioning piña as an authentic 
Philippine cultural material by integrating indigenous knowledge and practice with materials 
and forms from other cultures. Appropriating idioms from a wide range of sources, her 
collage aesthetics extend from textiles to the architecture of her centre. Patis’ reinvigorates 
past traditions such as growing native crops for eating and dyeing and positions them within 




Philippines. With a focus on revival, Tesoro reinvigorates a traditional use of forms which is 
reflected in her built environment; she makes practice her habitus. 
 
 
Figure 49. Patis Tesoro 2015, at her centre demonstrating an example of 'up-cycling' through a type of collage, Putol, San 
Pablo, Laguna 
During a first meeting–in her then house in San Juan, Manila (Figure 48)–Tesoro spoke about 
the inherent problems of the inefficiency of the education system as being one of the main 
factors which still impedes the revival of other indigenous plants. The lack of technical 
institutions outside of the University systems–which are unattainable to a substantial 
percentage of the population in the Philippines–means that the skills to work with materials 
such as plant materials are not taught outside of the places where they are produced.  
Its marginality is because the practice of skills associated with piña weaving are passed down 
through family and are relegated to the towns in which they live. In Aklan, for example, the 
families of the predominantly women weavers all share the knowledge of the craft as they 
learn from a very early age in the looms in their houses. Children will come home from 
school at lunch and take up a bit of the process–either weaving or knotting. Another factor 
that impedes piña’s diversity is that generally, weavers stick to what they already know; that 
is, they perform the works based on a traditional pattern and, usually pressed for time, do not 
venture towards creating innovative designs nor experiment with new materials. During this 




suggested I ‘look around’. I then spent several days in Quezon City attempting to contact 
people and plan a route. I decided that I would go to Lumbang and Kalibo and, whilst in 
Manila, I would meet with historian, Lourdes Montinola–whose book “Piña” (1991) I had 
researched in Australia– and to meet Celia Elumba at the PTRI (Philippine Textile Research 
Institute). I tried in vain to reach Norma Respicio, a textile anthropologist at The University 
of the Philippines, and because of constraints of time and location, I did not go to the 
Philippine Fiber Industry Development Authority. 
I discovered that the success of the research was dependent on the relationship and that time, 
patience and multiple visits were the way that I would be able to gain a certain amount of 
trust. In the beginning, practitioners were only willing to meet if I stated that I had a short 
window to do so; I often could not get a firm confirmation at all. However, through more 
frequent visits, not only did I become more familiar but so did they. The other problem was 
the frequent misunderstanding of names and directions due to the language–I do not speak 
Tagalog, nor Aklanon–and while both dialects are enmeshed with English, and Spanish– 
which I do speak–the descriptions of the routes and place names were often hard to 
understand.  
 
Figure 50. Patis Tesoro's fashion show 2016, the Sofitel Hotel, Manila  
During this first trip, I also met many people involved in piña production across many 
disciplines, including historian Lourdes Montinola and Celia Elumba, the director of the 
PTRI (the Philippine Textile Research Industry). I also went to Ateneo University, the UPI, 
the University of the Philippines and Diliman University in Dumaguete, Negros; I also 




Baler, Aurora, where I had a place to work and in addition, to plan for a future exhibition in 
the Philippines that would relate to the research.  
It was during this field trip that I met Raquel Eliserio in Aklan and Alida Tagaorda in 
Lumbang, the two women I would eventually stay with and the two places where I conducted 
most of my practical research. Each field trip grew from the previous one, bringing me closer 
to my objective of working with piña weavers and embroiderers in their places of production 
and residence. I met a total of thirty-five artisans, mainly women, demonstrating the breadth 
of knowledge involved in the current processes surrounding piña cloth production today: 
designers, weavers, embroiderers, scientists, anthropologists, historians, environmentalists 
and NGOs.  
Radiating from the routes of the production of piña led me to Baguio in 2015, where I stayed 
and joined a field trip with Canadian anthropologist, Lynne Milgram, whose research on piña 
and identity forms part of the thesis (chapter 1). Milgram’s study on the movement of cloth in 
Baguio’s night markets contributed to the notion of the edginess of piña as a result of the 
non-prescriptive practice of its making. It was through meeting Milgram that the idea of piña 
cloth’s phases of change, formed by its movement from the centre to the periphery, a form of 
material culture in constant motion, was introduced. 
I also visited places where other grasses and natural fibres are used. Sabutan, for example, is 
an indigenous grass from the province of Aurora which is used traditionally for weaving mats 
and baskets (Figure 51). There potential to experiment with this fibre as it seems to be woven 
in a very uniform way. It is a form of material culture which has been trapped in the practice 
of producing tourist souvenirs. 
 
 




Through Tesoro’s outreach and experimental directions, I also was made aware of the 
connection between piña cloth and indigenous culture. At the University of the Philippines 
where Tesoro and artisans–the Itneg, the Tinguian from the province of Abra in the 
Cordilleras in the mountains of North-Western Luzon, weave a Vasarely-like geometric 
pattern of indigo dyed cotton and beaded arm bands; an abaca headdress woven with human 
hair and shells from the T’nalak in Mindanao (Figure 52) and Tesoro’s own design 
incorporating the Indigenous Visayan tattoos–the Pintados, Kalinga motifs–woven into piña 








Figure 52. Patis Tesoro at the University of the Philippines with weavers and cotton cloth with glass beads from Abra, the 





Figure 53: Kalinga and Spanish calado motifs 2018, Patis Tesoro, piña cloth, Putol, San Pablo, Laguna 
Another trip in 2014 to Negros Oriental, partly as research recommended by Lourdes 
Montinola, led me instead to the University of the Philippines, Diliman. There had been a 
small plantation in Dumaguete and in addition piña cloth was produced here as well. Negros 
is mainly a sugar cultivating island. The centre, Dumaguete, is a sleepy town on the southern 
edge of the Visayas. In 2014 I attended a workshop in sculptural installation co-presented to 
students by artist and lecturer Kristoffer Ardena and artist Gaston Damag. Ardena, who 
works with found banners and textiles invited Gaston Damag, a Filipino artist based in Paris, 
to deliver a workshop drawing from his practice based on his Ifugao heritage from the 










Amihan and Hagbat are the names of the prevailing winds which blow through the scattered 
archipelago–artist Maria Cruz’s father once told me that the architecture is flimsy, for this 
reason, as it is always in need of reconstruction. Wind circulation is evidenced in the 
construction of the built environment: the tent-like temporary shifting markets in Baler 
(Figure 55); the Philippine traditional Nipa-hut designed in principle much like the Australian 
Queenslander–(raised on stilts) and designed to let the wind circulate and pass through the 
house (Figure 56); the façade embroidered with patterns mimicking the open stitch in calado 
(pulled thread) patterns–the technique of breaking holes in piña cloth and facades to let the 
wind through (Figure 57). During typhoon season–generally from late July to early 
December–printed banners in Manila need to be rolled off the skeleton like armatures of the 
billboard stands or they become sails (Figures 58 and 59). 
 
 





Figure 56. Patis Tesoro's house 2017, San Pablo (left); Palawan house, 2015 (right) 
 
 





Figure 58. Taft Avenue: MRT train line and billboard skeletons 2016, Manila 
 
Figure 59. Draped exterior cloth 2015, Baler, Aurora and Manila 
 




Barangay Fulgenzio del Norte, Aklan 
 
Figure 61. Map of Aklan 2016, Google Maps 
The map of Aklan (Figure 61) shows the route I took and where I stayed in Aklan. Kalibo, 
the centre, is marked by a brown dot. The red dot marks Fulgenzio del Norte, Raquel 
Eliserio’s home and workshop, and the green dot the house I rented in San Feliciano. Blue 
and purple mark the towns of Banga and Balete respectively, the markets where Raquel 
trades the raw and knotted fibres. 
It takes approximately an hour from Manila by plane to get to Kalibo, the capital of Aklan. 
Kalibo is a large town which is a thoroughfare for tourism to the nearby popular resort of 
Boracay, so while Kalibo airport is small it has now become an international airport ushering 
in waves of Koreans who can fly directly from Seoul.  
Kalibo is the centre for the pineapple, the agricultural Ati-Atihan festival which celebrates 
everything pineapple fibre and piña related. In Kalibo there are places to buy woven piña and 
it is also a centre for the production of tourist items made from piña and abaca (banana 
fibre), much of which is shipped to Boracay or department stores in Manila. I met with India 
Legaspi, an artist who along with her son has a tourist production centre in Kalibo. Legaspi is 
involved with several community programs in the revival of indigenous plant dyes, including 




the De La Cruz House of Piña, where pure piña is woven and exported to Japan. Here I was 
fortunate to meet Ding’s mother, Susima De La Cruz, one of the oldest weavers in Aklan, 
knotting piña fibre in her living room. She spoke to me about how in her generation, when 
she was young, everyone could weave and knot, and that while she can longer weave, she 
cannot stop; a nod to the changed work ethics and the loss of patience in fine labour. Her 
daughter, Ursulita De La Cruz, spent a day with me teaching me how to dye piña with 
coconut–a green, young coconut produces a rose colour on piña cloth. The first field trip to 
Kalibo was spent documenting the process from extraction to weaving and meeting with the 
traders of the fabric in the main town. I subsequently bypassed Kalibo in the next field trips, 
concentrating more on learning how to weave. 
At Raquel Eliserio’s piña weaving workshop I first began documenting the weaving process. 
I made several visits becoming more acquainted with the family, staying and working there in 
2016 and 2017. In her workshop, I learnt much about the processes of piña weaving and 
dyeing. On my last visit in 2017 I rented a house nearby and during this time I collaborated 
on designs and realised an on-going relationship–this was the one place where I was received 
as a family, meaning that it became obvious that a working relation could be made. In 
addition, I was never expected to pay for my use of the loom, so instead, I helped with 
conducting workshops with the farmers, I looked after her daughter, I offered whatever 
services I could such as organising printed materials. I went to the market to contribute to 
food and on subsequent trips brought materials from Australia that are hard to find, like pure 
cotton. Raquel’s husband, Adelpino Beltran, and their children, Christian, Carlos and Lara, 
can all weave, although the two sons, who are in their early twenties, choose not to do so 
now, but are still involved in various aspects of the family business. In 2014 Carlos taught me 
the difficult eye-straining technique of knotting. 
 
 




Raquel’s house is in the Barangay Fulgenzio del Norte, forty-five minutes by jeep from 
Kalibo and mid-way between the central town of Balete and Banga. Behind her house is the 
weaving workshop and across the street is the Aklanon Piña Fiber Production Association 
(Figure 62), the centre for experimental processes and for training weavers and farmers in 
dyeing piña. The possibility of staying with Raquel’s’s family meant that I could learn and 
practice weaving. I worked, late at night, after dinner, after most of the weavers had gone 
home; however, behind the workshop, there is a space for weavers to board. Some of the 
weavers spend a considerable amount of time there as their homes are too far away. 
Edouardo, one of Raquel’s longest employed and skilled weavers, spends six months at a 
time living at the workshop. During this time his wife and child come to stay with him. The 
deadlines for the textiles vary; the artisans can choose how many hours a day to work. 
Edouardo, for example, works long hours, starting from very early in the morning and 
working late into the night.  
During the evening it is cooler and the sounds quieter, no radio and no smell of burning 
plastic. The rhythmic process of weaving and the sound of the swishing of the shuttle as it 
passes through the weft are meditative. The process is not unlike watching the nozzle of an 
inkjet printer, but more tactile. On Saturday mornings, Raquel and Adelpino make their 
weekly visits by motorised tricycle to the markets in Balete and Banga to trade raw piña fibre 
for knotted bundles (Figure 63). The farmers who meet with them often come from nearby; it 
is during the week that Raquel and Adelpino make the trip to the homes of the artisans who 
cannot travel to the market because of distance. 
 
 
Figure 63. Exchanging raw and knotted piña fibres in Banga market (left) and Balete market (right) 2016-17, Aklan  
In 2017 I rented Adelpino’s brother’s house, just down the road and across the highway– 




grown in amongst other crops, recording my surroundings through the prevalence of the 
wood grain pattern of the jeepney seat (Kalibo) and the pattern of logs set in concrete tiles in 
the terrace in front of the house I rented in San Feliciano, Aklan 2017 (Figure 64). 
 
 
Figure 64. Jeep seat cover, Kalibo, Aklan (left) and the tiles in a house I rented 2016-17 San Feliciano, Aklan 
 
Barangay Concepción, Laguna 
 
Figure 65. Map 2016, showing the route between Patis Tesoro’s home and workshop in Putol, San Pablo and Alida 




The above map (Figure 65) shows the route between Tesoro’s house and workshop in Putol, 
near San Pablo (purple) to Lumbang (red) and Barangay Concepción (blue). It takes 
approximately three hours from Cubao, the main bus terminal on EDSA in Manila, to San 
Pablo, and from there a thirty-minute ride in a tricycle to Putol or approximately another hour  
and a half in a jeep to Lumbang, Tagorda’s house. 
Lumbang, Laguna is known as the ‘Barong capital’ of the Philippines and the centre for piña 
embroidery. Alida Tagorda is an embroiderer who manages the workflow between the 
collective of embroiderers in the Barangay Concepción and clients such as Tesoro and Paul 
Cabral, the APEC shirt designer (2015).  
While up to three embroiderers work in Alida’s garage by day–some occasionally stay over–
most live in Barangay Concepción. A short-cut by boat (Figure 66) across the Lumbang river 
brings you to an area of small huts and shanty town dwellings in Barangay Concepción, each 
housing one embroiderer.  
I went several times over the years and documented their work as well as the houses they live 
in.  Like the weavers in Aklan, the location for the women who work from home is largely 
peripheral; that is, they occupy the outskirts, the edge of town. This further emphasises the 
marginality of the cloth and in return, the vast chasm that exists between labour and the 
finished product; embroidered piña is many more times more expensive than piña cloth; in 
the tradition of Philippine design it is always embellished through dyeing and embroidering 
and generally not traded as cloth. 
 
 





Figure 67. Embroiderer’s house in 2014 and 2015, Barangay Concepción 
The house above, (Figure 67) as I recorded it in 2014 and in 2015, is the home of one of the 
embroiderers who works with Tagorda in Barangay Concepción, Laguna. Similar to the 
work/living arrangements in Aklan, embroiderers will also work at Tagorda’s house and at 
Tesoro’s workshop (Figure 68) where there is a designated building for boarding. However, 
the conditions are more isolating for women embroiderers working from home. The revival 
projects in Aklan and the extent of the cloth’s revival in renewal of plant dyeing mean there 
is more funding for innovative methods and an ecological ethics; while the designs produced 
in Raquel’s workshop are mainly conservative, employing traditional Barong motifs in soft 
muted colours, experimentation and knowledge are shared across processes such as revival of 
natural plant dyes. This, in turn, produces a stronger sense of community through purpose-
based workshops and collectives. In Barangay Concepción, the labour is more prescriptive; 
innovation instead comes via individual designers, such as Patis Tesoro. 
 
 




Barangay San Manuel, Puerto Princesa 
 
Figure 69. Map 2016, showing the route between Rururang Sa Tubod (red) and Barangay San Manuel (blue) near Puerto 
Princesa, Palawan, Google Maps 
 




From Manila airport to Palawan’s largest town, Puerto Princesa (Figure 69), takes about one 
hour by aeroplane. Rururang Sa Tubod, a co-op for weavers in a purpose-built centre just 
outside of town, houses studios for artists in which a range of experimental painting, batik 
and dying techniques are applied to piña (Figure 70). Rururang Sa Tubod’s director, Lida 
Lim, artist and environmentalist, along with her daughters, Rambie and Amihan, collectively 
work across renewal of heritage fabrics and indigenous techniques through an environmental 
approach. The piña fibre used here is one from a hybrid pineapple. The fibre used is the 
coarser first layer, making the finished cloth stronger and more durable. The centre is 
conceived as a project to empower women, a different project to Tesoro’s, which, while 
addressing sustainability, is aimed at the traditional status of piña cloth through designs that 
speak to a wide audience, while Eliserio’s emphasis is on revival as a way of boosting piña’s 
production through local farming initiatives. Each of these practioners seem to have a slightly 
different objective. Palawan weavers were trained by Eliserio; however, the designers 
associated with the centre diverges from the more traditional approach employed in Eliserio’s 
workshop in Aklan. 
Barangay San Manuel is a thirty-minute ride by tricycle from Rururang Sa Tubod and houses 
some of the weavers who work in this program. The weavers in Barangay San Manuel live on 
the edge of the sea, on top of the coral exposed by the receding water level (Figure 71). 
Similarly, the weavers here alternate between household chores, minding shops and weaving, 
and often the members of the family also take turns. A large portion of the interior of the 
houses is taken up by the loom (Figures 72 & 73). 
 
 





Figure 72. House and interior 2015, on the coral coast of Barangay San Manuel, Palawan 
 
 
Figure 73. Floor and table covered with vinyl 2015, Barangay San Manuel, Palawan 
The surfaces below are from the places I went during the field trips, ranging from natural to 
man-made: (Figure 74, from left to right) green vinyl flooring in Aklan; painted roof on a bus 
in Palawan; banana leaf and acrylic netting of the nipa-hut roofs; tiles in the home of the first 
registered architect of the Philippines, Tomas Mapua, near Makati; pink and red tiles in 






Figure 74. Surfaces 2014-2015, photographs, (left to right) Laguna; Palawan; Aurora; PTRI (the Philippine Textile Research 
Institute), Manila; Quezon City, Manila; PTRI (the Philippine Textile Research Institute), Manila 
 
Figure 75. A painted concrete wall, a shrine to the Virgin of Guadeloupe and pink fake tree stump in Baler; (below, from left 
to right) ironwork in Makati; Barangay Concepción; and Lumbang, Laguna, 2014-2015 
Markets 
Forms of material culture like textiles move. Following the trajectory of piña cloth’s routes 




Piña cloth’s shifting cultural significance and social life, coupled with its position as a site for 
innovation, reveal the agency of the network of people across all disciplines.  
  
 
Figure 76. Di Visoria textile market 2014, Quiapo, old Manila 2014 (left); Harrison Road night market 2015, Baguio (right) 
The ‘Wet-Dry Markets’, Palengke (Figure 76), where I first came across piña prior to 
beginning my research, are the only places to find piña cloth in Manila. These markets are 
constructed on a very old template, a labyrinth of halls which open up onto a larger centre, 
the centre selling the wet produce–fish, meat and vegetables–and as you make your way 
outwards the products become smaller and drier, so rice and grains are on the outskirts of the 
building. This type of market can be found in the same form on the outside of metropolitan 
Manila. There are no stores that sell piña cloth directly in the metropolitan centre; to obtain 
it–if not directly from the source–means going to the smaller markets like the one I went to in 
Quezon City or to the oldest market of Manila, Quiapo. Radiating outwards from Quiapo’s 
Cathedral is a dense network of streets–each according to materials. The textile section is 
called Di Visoria; while cloth and clothes can be bought in the streets, they also occupy many 
floors of the adjacent buildings. 
 
 




Quiapo is surrounded by Manila Bay to the West, Manila’s largest China Town to the East its 
largest slum and, south, over the Pasig River is Old Manila, Intramuros–the centre of the 
Spanish settlement and dungeons, now museums, and in 2017, Manila’s re-entry into the 
Biennale circuit. Quiapo embodies Manila’s history as a port. The streets are dense, noisy and 
polluted. It is quite intimidating and humbling to go alone; many people live in the streets. I 
felt more intrusive here–even though I made the trip several times–than anywhere that I 
travelled in the subsequent field trips. To get to Quiapo involves time. While a taxi would be 
inexpensive, traffic would mean that it would take at least two to three hours (or more) from 
Quezon City, where I was often based in Manila; the fastest way is to try and get on to the 
MRT, one of two train lines that service the metropolitan area. The market is large and filled 
with a variety of materials from raw stuff to product, grouped together according to type. 
Here you can find banner material, all kinds of plastics and hand-woven mats made from 
recycled material. From under Quiapo, a slow sludge of waste exits into Manila Bay. 
 
 
Figure 78. Plastic 2014, Quiapo, Manila 
 




The photographs in this chapter sit alongside the documentation of my research into the 
processes of piña cloth production (chapter 4). In trying to make sense of the landscape and 
my place within it, I have been drawn by the rhetoric of place through the signs and objects I 
have come across during my field trips. The ubiquity of cloth, the tarpaulin, the surfaces and 
structure of the makeshift temporal architecture, the repletion of form across architecture and 
embroidery. The marginal status of the cloth, its movement through markets to the borders of 
practice demonstrated by the peripheral habitus of the workers and labourers: the weavers 
and the embroiderers. The translation of words on street signs; tubero, which translates as 
plumber (which is a codified language implying other services) and phrases such as ‘Wanted 
Lady Bed Spacer’,  a phrase I embroidered onto found cloth mats used for cleaning and 
cooking (Figure 79); a green windscreen cloth sold in the streets of Manila–an object in 
Poklong Anading’s installation at Mo Space in Makati in 2014 (an artist whose work I show 
as part of the exhibition Traffic and discuss in chapter 5). And the conflation of the symbolic 
representation of the pineapple with the Chinese symbol for prosperity which adorns the 
weavers’ houses in Lumbang; the monument to the pineapple enveloped by a globe 
resembling piña cloth in the town of Santa Cruz in Laguna and a pineapple made from a 
coconut husk; a plant and acrylic fishing net–a ‘make do’ approach which is prevalent in 
many of the tools and materials used in the process of making piña cloth (Figure 80). In the 










The Transcultural Space of Practice and the Social Life of Cloth  
 
Figure 81. Digital video still 2014, documenting the stages of piña cloth production, studio, Sydney 
This chapter documents the interactions and the exchanges in the ecology and the relational 
practice involved in the stages of piña production from the extraction of the fibres to the 
completed cloth. Piña cloth is a hand-crafted which means that it resists mechanisation. Its 
democratisation through a syncretic approach has been key to its success since the 1980s. 
This, coupled with human agency and the decline of customary practices, has made it a site 
for innovation. This chapter also investigates how the revival of pineapple cloth was a way to 
create a uniquely Filipino cultural material that coincided with a contemporary turn to 
ecological themes. Industries that were obsolete have returned, bringing with them a revival 
of craft and local grassroots ways of working which has especially empowered women. 
Piña cloth is made from the fibres of the leaves of the pineapple. The extraction of the fibres 
relies on the hand, a time-consuming process; all the stages of the production of piña cloth, 




the cloth woven from the leaves of the pineapple, the word piña is also a name for both the 
final embellished product– when the raw material becomes a ‘thing’, whether embroidered or 
dyed, or both - and the tradition associated with it–and the pineapple itself (like cotton). As 
explained earlier, the demand for piña cloth has been marginalised by the demise of tradition 
and the introduction of imported Western styles of dress. However, the convergence of its 
uniqueness (to the Philippines), a nostalgia for a type of Filipiniana (heritage) and that it is 
made from a plant, make it a commodity that has persisted outside of tradition. 
Innovation across all aspects of piña cloth production has occurred in contemporary times. 
Patis Tesoro, for example, develops workshops in Putol where she explores an appropriative 
practice of piecing together various influences and techniques–indigenous and foreign. Lida 
Lim and French designer, Elodie Brunet, developed architectural screens using bastos in 
Palawan. Raquel Eliserio, in collaboration with the PTRI, has re-invigorated indigo and other 
indigenous dyes within local farming practices. In Manila, the PTRI has collaborated with a 
Spanish designer to make pineapple leather. Piña persists as it is a substrate for 
experimentation. Similarly, the artisans involved in its production are working across 
multiple stages of its production. Innovation has enabled the revival of other crafts, such as 
dyeing, and consequently the practice of growing plants such as indigo.  
All aspects of piña production–weaving, embroidering and dyeing–are dependent on the 
environment as the quantity and the quality of the cloth are affected by geography, weather 
and the availability of workers. The weather affects not only the availability of pineapples but 
also the travel of the network of people who are involved in the process. Artisans often live a 
considerable distance from the centres; they can be isolated for extended periods of time. 
Communication, also, is not reliable. While mobile phones are accessible to many, the 
connection is poor. The shortage of quantity is also due to what each artisan is willing to do; 
because it is integrated into a life, an artisan may opt to only extract the top fibre from the 
leaf–and not the finer under-fibre. Another factor that contributes to the shortage of fibre is 
that, since a government subsidy allowance has been introduced, women may opt out of 
knotting and extracting altogether.  In addition, ‘brownouts’ (blackouts), are frequent, 
especially in the Visayas during the monsoon season Cloth woven in Aklan on the island of 
Panay is sent to Lumbang on the island of Luzon to be embroidered and then either sent back 
to Aklan or Manila; each of the respective regions produces a particular part of the process, 




The Pineapple Plant  
The pineapple is the only edible fruiting plant of the Bromeliad family. The species, Ananas 
Comosus, the Spanish Red pineapple, is a more primitive version than the hybrid varieties 
commonly known, such as the Cayenne and the Sugarloaf; the fruit is smaller, tougher. It has 
a surface which is coarse, the edges are pointed and the fruit is gnarled and fibrous; it is 
generally not consumed by humans. The pineapple fruit comprises many fruits (Leal and 
d’Ekkenbrugge) stuck together; it is a collective mass. It's casing, according to mythology in 
the Philippines, has many eyes (Montinola 1991, p.26). The acid produced by the plant is 
credited with erasing fingerprints by those who cultivate it. In a curious way, viewed as the 
symbolic identification with a culture in the Philippines–in that the pineapple has come to 
represent an identity in the Philippines–it also is seen as erasing it. The pineapple has had, 
over the centuries, many connotations because of its shape: travel, fertility, colonialism and 
exoticism, its form manifested into signs of welcome in place settings, mats and architecture; 
it is a perfect example of the golden mean (Montinola 1991, p.43; Gohmann 2018, p.147).  
In the Philippines, there are various beliefs surrounding the origins of the pineapple. Textile 
fragment imprints of mats have been found dating as early as 200 BC (with possible 
pineapple leaf imprint), confirming that weaving was not introduced by the Spanish 
colonisers (Montinola 1991 p.8). Besides the idea that either Magellan brought it by accident 
to rid scurvy (Montinola 1991, p.32) or that the Spanish introduced it, there is a theory that 
the Chinese may have brought it 200 years earlier, but that the plant was called Pinya 
suggests that it may have come via the Manila-Acapulco galleon route. However it came, it 
arrived by accident (Montinola 1991, p.32)–the climate was right for the discarded suckers to 
grow. 
The pineapple takes approximately one and a half years to grow and the leaves can be 
cultivated at any stage, the earlier the cultivation the softer the fibre; a single plant can have 
up to 40 leaves; and can be as big as 5 cm wide x 150 cm long (Alejo-Hila, Aguilar Reyes & 
Feleo 2008, p.115). The demand for piña cloth has resulted in small plantations being set 
aside for cultivation, although many still grow wild. This is probably why the pineapple is 






Figure 82. Map showing the three main weaving and embroidering centres 2016: Laguna, Aklan and Palawan, Google Maps 
The centre for the cultivation of the red pineapple remains in Aklan on the island of Panay in 
the Central Visayas (Figure 82). The plant is grown on the lowlands and is generally planted 
in amongst other crops or on the outskirts of houses and along the road and it is grown as an 
additional source of income to crops such as rice, corn and other vegetables sold at the 
market. I arrived in Kalibo, in Aklan, in 2014 in the aftermath of typhoon Haayan. The 
typhoon hit Tacloban, in Leyete, in the Eastern Visayas travelling at 195 miles per hour and 
tracked westward across Central Visayas trailing a wake of wind and rain. When I arrived, 





Figure 83. Lita Reporen, Raquel Eliserio's mother, extracting piña fibre 2014, Barangay Fulgenzio del Norte, Aklan 
From plant to cloth 
Raw piña cloth production has not changed much over the centuries (Roces 2013, p.342) and 
traditionally includes several stages–extraction, carding, knotting, warping, spinning and 
weaving. The cloth varies in the way it looks and feels. Every stage of its production is 
variable as there are many aspects that affect its making. The weather affects every stage of 
production from the ecology and quantity of pineapples to the availability; the amount of sun 
exposure while drying the stripped fibres can also affect its colour. 
Non-prescriptive practice 
The artisans involved in piña production are usually knowledgeable about more than one 




production. They may adapt their skills to suit their income, or if they cannot find work 
weaving they take on another part of the process. This gives them the power to choose where 
and when to work and to combine other jobs and family whilst doing so. Looms can be set up 
in their houses or they can choose to work in a centre where benefits such as child care and 
meals are provided. This re-organises the process of ‘work, space, power and social relations 
to enable multifaceted technologies that cross borders and dissolve essentialist categories 
such as holistic and prescriptive practice’ (Milgram 2007, p.138). This shared knowledge 
produces a relational environment. Although each artisan may be responsible for one task, 
they will often work collaboratively, sharing their knowledge. In addition, they will take turns 
cooking and minding each other’s children. In Raquel Eliserio’s workshop, in Aklan, the 
added benefit includes training, as weavers who want to work from home need to 
demonstrate that they are sufficiently skilled to work independently.  
 
 





Extraction is a time-based process by which fibres are scraped and pulled (Figure 84) from 
the pineapple leaves. A broken porcelain plate is first used to scrape each leaf to remove the 
pulp. The leaf is placed on a wooden board and is held in place by a foot. Once the pulp has 
been removed, the outer membrane is removed, revealing the bastos, the coarser brownish 
fibre, which comes away by bending the leaf. This reveals the inner layer of fine white fibres, 
the liniwan, which is extracted using a broken coconut shell. On average, a person can extract 
both layers from approximately forty-fifty leaves a day. Extracting the first layers of fibres 
from the leaf, the bastos, is simpler than extracting the second layer. Some women opt out of 
extracting the liniwan altogether to speed up the process. Farmers who cultivate the pineapple 
may also do the extracting or they will forward the leaves to the knotters. Artisans may take 
more than one part of the process so while waiting for additional fibres to knot, they make 




Figure 85. Showing steps 2014: extracting liniwan with a plate, washing and drying, Barangay Fulgenzio del Norte, Aklan 
 
The fibre is then washed and dried on plastic sheets in the sun (Figure 85). It is then hung up 
to dry. It is then beaten with the smooth side of a bamboo stick and then carded or combed to 
prepare it for knotting. The fibre is then organised in skeins for warping the loom or for 
knotting. They are then weighed with old Spanish coins. The skeins of raw fibre are 
measured in sikapats (Figure 86)–one and a half bundles of fibre are equivalent to an old 







Figure 86. Raquel Eliserio measuring skeins of raw unknotted piña fibres with old Spanish coins 2014, Barangay Fulgenzio 
del Norte, Aklan  
 





Knotting involves joining two fibres end to end to form a continuous filament or yarn for 
weaving and trimming the ends with a sharpened piece of bamboo or scissors so that they do 
not tangle in the spool or split during weaving (Figure 88). They are knotted in lengths and 
bundled into a pumpong–knotted bundle–and stored in plastic bags (Figure 90). The quality 
of knotting is integral as if it is not tight enough it unravels when weaving.  
The processes associated with fibre extraction and knotting can be farmed out to artisans who 
want to work from home. When women who perform these tasks live a considerable distance 
from the centre, weekly meetings are set up at the local markets where the women come to 






Figure 88. Knotting piña fibre, Carlo Eliserio 2014, Barangay Fulgenzio del Norte, Aklan (left) and Susima De La Cruz 






Figure 89. Knotters inspecting piña fibres in the market 2016, Balete, Aklan 
 





The first steps in preparing to weave are warping the fibres for the loom and spinning the 
bobbin. Sturdier fabrics are usually used to the warp the loom such as silk and cotton while 
the weft is pure piña. In the case of pure piña cloth, both the warp and the wefts are made of 
liniwan. Since the revival of piña cloth production, many artisans mix materials and the most 
common mix is piña-seda, (pineapple-silk). The revival of the tradition of dyeing in the 
Philippines has, arguably, propelled the production of the cloth; piña is also woven with 
cotton and polyester. 
The liniwan is the longer, inner, more delicate fibre used in the weft. Liniwan is used to 
produce pure piña cloth, whereas bastos, even when it is woven with silk or cotton, is 
generally used for the weft; however, in Palawan, tepiña is a mix of bastos and no liniwan. 
The knotted yarn is measured on a warping cylinder (Figure 91) to determine the length of 









Figure 92. Spinning the bobbin and warping the loom 2015, Barangay San Manuel, Palawan 
 





Figure 94. Warping the loom with silk and polyester 2017, Barangay Fulgenzio del Norte, Aklan 
 
 
The piña’s brittle fibres mean that it can take up to thirty days to warp a loom. Traditionally, 
weaving pure piña cloth is done on a wooden loom as it is more flexible than steel. A day’s 
work can produce one metre of piña cloth as there is a constant need to keep tying the fibres 
together. The warping fibre is wound around the length of the loom, alternate lengths are 
threaded through cotton eyelets attached to the heddle and then secured to the front of the 












Figure 96. A wooden loom in Rururang Sa Tubod, Puerto Princesa, Palawan, 2015; metal looms in Barangay Fulgenzio del 
Norte, Aklan, 2014 (top and below right) and PVC pipes in a loom in Barangay San Manuel, Palawan, 2015 (below left) 
 
Spinning  
To spin the bobbin with piña fibre requires setting up the fibre so it passes through sand as 
this helps to weigh it down and prevent it from becoming tangled or pulled too hard while it 
is wound on the bobbin (Figures 92 & 97). The knotted ball of fibre is placed in a large bowl 
and weighed down with sand. The thread is looped over a reed and then wound around a 
plastic drinking straw–the bobbin. It is then inserted onto a stick attached to a wooden wheel 
and spun manually by turning the wheel. A piece of reed cane is inserted into the wound 
plastic bobbin and is placed in a shuttle made of coconut. Because the reed can break over 




addition, the coconut wears after use and tiny cracks in the shell can slit the fibres while 
weaving (Figure 98). 
 
 
Figure 97. Wooden spinner used to wind piña fibre around the bobbin, a piece of plastic drinking straw 2016, Barangay 
Fulgenzio del Norte, Aklan 
 






Figure 99. Tying liniwan fibres that have broken on the loom 2017, Barangay Fulgenzio del Norte, Aklan 
Weaving is done sitting at a bench attached to the front and alternately opening the weft using 
pedals. When the warp is open the shuttle is thrown from the left and then alternately to the 
right through the opening. It is a rhythmic movement accompanied by the sound of the 
hissing shuttle. Suksok, or sinuksuk (Figure 100), a form of woven inlaid embroidery, is made 




Figure 100. Edouardo weaving a petchera in a Barong using suksok (woven inlaid embroidery) 2017, Barangay Fulgenzio 




Raquel’s piña fibre-weaving workshop comprises two centres: one in which she trains and 
employs weavers to work across all stages of piña fibre processes; and the other, with a 
government subsidy, is the Aklanon Piña Fiber Production Association, where projects are 
developed in which local farmers are taught how to harvest plants used for dying. 
Dyeing 
The use of natural dyes predates the Spanish arrival; the use of many dyes produced from 
barks, vegetables and flowers, such as indigo and mahogany, is evident in various indigenous 
fabrics from the Northern Cordilleras of the Ilocos regions such as the Ikat from the Ifugao, 
the Bontoc and Tingguian (Itneg) in Abra to the Southern islands of the the T’nalak and 
T’boli in Mindanao. The revival of piña has been a way to revive the indigenous practice of 
natural dyes in the Panay (Christianised lowlands in the central Philippines region) where dye 
yielding plants, such as indigo can be grown. In addition, farmers can be taught how to grow 
plants for use in dyeing as additional crops. When applied to pure piña, the vegetable dyes 
accentuate the cloth’s transparency, when applied to a piña-cotton mix, the pigment is 
heightened. Examples are: bamboo, which produces a pale green hue; ipil, known as the 
Borneo teak (a flowering tree in the pea family), produces a pale brown; coconut, a pinkish 
colour; dilau (turmeric) and jackfruit produce yellow: achuete (annatto) bark, produces 
orange and malunggay (moringa or Drumstick Tree) leaf and anil, native indigo, produce a 
blue tint.  
 
 
Figure 101. Experimental dying 2016, NGO, Maya Urata (centre top) and a workshop with the local farmers conducted by 




When I last visited Balete in 2017, India Legaspi spoke about a project to create a new form 
of hybrid piña in which the process would entail recycling all parts of the pineapple, which 
she stated would ruin the tradition and demand for pure piña in Aklan. Arguably, the 
innovative processes which artisans such as Eliserio, by collaborating with NGO’s like Maya 
Urata and environmentalist projects such as the Non-Timber Forest product (EP) who, along 
with India Legaspi, have re-initiated the cultivation of indigenous indigo planting (Figure 
101). They further train and employ local farmers which contributes to the sustainability of 
the practice. The mixing of piña with cotton, for example, makes possible a range of 
applications using native natural dyes, and in turn, provides a sustainable incentive for 
farmers to earn extra income by growing additional native crops. The turn to indigenous 
indigo and cotton has arguably contributed to innovation in piña textiles (Figure 102). 
 
 
Figure 102. Patis Tesoro's project to revive cultivation of indigenous cotton, 2016 Tiagong, Quezon province 
 





Figure 104. Co-op with farmers at the Town Hall 2014, Kalibo, Aklan 
Many collectives exist around the raw production of piña, and as stated earlier, the innovation 
of dyes and mixing fabrics also allows farmers to participate through their knowledge. The 
above (Figure 104) workshop is organised in the local Town Hall to teach skills how to use 
the piña and abaca fibres to make souvenirs for the nearby resort, Boracay, as well as to sell 
in department stores in Kalibo and Makati. 
Rurang Sa Tubod (Figures 105 &106) is an organisation which experiments with a hybrid 
pineapple, weaving the coarser fibres extracted from the pineapple leaf, which produces 
tepiña cloth, and applying new media variations into traditional piña practice. On the 
outskirts of Puerto Princesa Palawan, is a purpose-built studio which houses artists in 
residence who apply their various practices across acid-relief dyeing, batik, painting and 
digital media to tepiña cloth.  Raquel Eliserio’s workshop and collaboration with the Aklanon 
Piña Fiber Production Association is a similar site for new experimental directions which 






Figure 105. Rururang Sa Tubod 2015, Puerto Princesa, Palawa 
 






Figure 107. Examples of batik, inlaid weaving and acid-resist dying techniques on tepiña cloth 2015, Rururang Sa Tubod, 
Puerto Princesa, Palawan 
Since its revival, there are many ways in which piña cloth has been treated, including using 
batik (Figures 107 and 108); a process using an acid-resisting dye; Japanese shibori indigo 
techniques of wrapping, and painting directly on the cloth. In 2014, when I went to the PTRI, 
they were experimenting with inkjet printing (Figure 109), something I also tried. However, 
the intervals of the knots in the surface of the cloth interfere with the inkjet’s nozzle. I 
experimented with dye sublimation which is used primarily on synthetic textiles, such as 
polyester rugby shirts. It is generally unsuitable for natural fibres as the process involves heat 
which can damage organic fibres. Mixing fibres, therefore, could mean that further printing 
with pineapple cloth could work. 
 
.  







Figure 109. Inkjet printing on piña/abaca (banana) cloth 2014, PTRI (Philippine Textile Research Institute), Manila 
 
 






Figure 111. Tapestry 2014, India Legaspi, cotton and piña/seda (silk), Kalibo, Aklan 
 
Embroidery 
Patterns are transferred directly onto piña cloth with a lead pencil using carbon paper. In 
Lumbang, practice is largely prescriptive. Working in her home in Lumbang (Figure 112), an 
artist draws on piña cloth using pencil and carbon paper. The designs will then be taken by 
Tagorda to give to the embroiderers in Barangay Concepción. While modern applications are 
equally employed, such as silkscreen printing, painting with acrylic and machine embroidery, 





Figure 112. Tracing a pattern on piña/cotton 2014, Lumbang, Laguna 
 
 







Figure 114. An embroiderer shows a finished work, piña/seda (silk), at Alida Tagorda's house 2016, Lumbang, Laguna 
Like the weavers in Aklan, the Bordaderas (embroiderers) involved in piña embroidery in 
Lumbang, can choose to work either at a centre or from home which gives them the power to 
choose where and when to work and to combine other jobs and family whilst doing so. 
Compared to the weavers, the embroiderers’ practice is more prescriptive. However, while 
they are constrained to a single task, when possible they work together, which gives them the 
space to help each other learn the several stitching techniques employed in piña embroidery. 
In Lumbang, Alida Tagorda has space in her garage for three embroiderers who come for the 
day (Figure 115). Alternatively, the work performed by the Bordaderas who work 
independently is either brought to her house or collected by her when she does her rounds 
(Figures 114 & 116). 
 
 





Figure 116. Alida Tagorda inspecting work at an embroiderer's house 2014, Barangay Concepción, Lumbang, Laguna 
 
As stated earlier, embroidered piña cloth was a culmination of Chinese craft and was 
introduced possibly at the advent of piña production in the nineteenth century–although it 
may have started in the eighteenth century (Sinibaldo de Mas, cited by Ramos 2016, p. 25). 
After the Spanish arrived, it was taught by Catholic missionaries and nuns in orphanages and 
in schools (Ramos 2016, p.131); one such orphanage which persists today is the Asilo de 
Molo in Ilo Ilo, Panay. Hand embroidery is still commonly used and applied to other fabrics 
as well as piña. Although machine embroidery has replaced some of the hand labour, certain 
techniques which are applied to piña cloth, such as sumbra, aspile and calado (Figure 117) 
are still done by hand, which means they are labour that is relegated to the margins–the 
women who hand-embroider similarly do so from homes. Embroidery was possibly originally 
applied to piña cloth to cover the hairy bits of the woven fibres while adding value to the piña 
cloth. Calado and aspile are techniques introduced by the Spanish and are processes of 
removal. The cloth is cut with a razor and threads are drawn out of the fabric to create a form 






Figure 117. Two examples of embroidery on piña cloth 2014: (left) sumbra (shadow stitch) and baldosa (embossed stitch) 
on piña/seda (silk); and aspile , drawn-thread stitch and hand painted flowers on piña /cotton (right), Barangay Concepción, 
Lumbang, Laguna  
 
Figure 118. Mending old piña cloth with a running cotton stitch (left) 2014, Barangay Concepción, Lumbang, Laguna; Alida 




As old piña is regarded as an heirloom, many old pieces are kept in trunks away from the sun, 
insects and the humidity. However, invariably the degradability of piña leads to discolouring 
and holes to the extent that a sub-layer of embroidery is the only remaining piece holding the 
fragments of piña together. Designer Patis Tesoro re-mixes old and new piña cloth through a 
transcultural engagement across South-East Asian textiles and her practice as an artist. For 
example, in Figure 118, a continuous running stitch forming an abstract pattern is used to 
patch holes in an old piece of piña cloth. The monochrome, or ecru (off-white) stitch, used in 
traditional piña cloth embellishment, has been replaced with various projects since its revival 
which demonstrates that it is a material of constant in change. 
In the next chapter, I document the final work which I produced during the candidature 






















My creative work has focused on the dialectic of the natural/synthetic (authentic/artificial), 
which I expand on through a transcultural lens in my practice by researching piña cloth and 
embroidery, which is produced in the Philippines. I combine this with my longstanding use of 
digital media and textiles. The exhibition, ‘MODIFIED FRUIT: Weaving a transcultural 
practice through leaving, returning and about being from elsewhere’, is an amalgamation of 
research and material collected and produced during my candidature. In this chapter, I will 
also discuss other works and exhibitions produced that have contributed to my research.   
 
The practice-led research has analysed the processes involved in making piña cloth, to learn 
how to weave it and to find a way of combining it with my use of digital media. I began by 
experimenting with various printing processes, including silkscreen, inkjet and dye 
sublimation, onto the raw fibre and very basic patterns (Figures 119, 120 & 121).  In both the 
inkjet and silkscreen processes, the ink sits on top of the fabric and it also passes through the 
fabric. This is similar to my earlier work with wax encaustic which also seeped through the 
fabric. I have also tested dye sublimation on the raw fibre–a process generally used on 
synthetic fabrics and an excellent medium for transferring the photographs from my 
documentation onto the polyester jersey. Some weaving tests I made on piña cloth were 
successful and it became apparent that weaving the images straight into the cloth was 
something I could develop. Learning how to weave was instrumental as it led to the 
possibility of transferring images directly into the fabric. 
 
 





Figure 120. Wood-grain pattern devised for inkjet printing onto piña cloth 2014, Sydney 
 




Weaving is a slow process in which a rhythmic bodily movement is integral in maintaining 
an evenness across the surface which is already interrupted by the small knots. I began to 
introduce colour and texture by experimenting with polyester and cotton which I brought 
with me from Australia. I was particularly interested in framing, or masking part of the 
cloth’s surface with a matte stripe to heighten its transparency (Figures 122 & 123). 
 
 





Figure 123. Detail of second weaving 2017, polyester, piña and silk, Barangay Fulgenzio del Norte, Aklan   
 
Figure 124. Crossing Baboy (Crossing Pig) 2017, detail of golden 'X’ using suksok, (woven inlaid embroidery), piña, silk 




In my woven, piña, I experimented with geometric shapes borrowed from the pattern in 
tarpaulins and letters, like ‘X’ (Figure 124). The use of letters was to begin a conversation 
through form and familiarity. OO (Figure 125) means yes in Tagalog (and in Aklanon). To 
find a common ground to work from I collaborated with Edouardo, one of the long-standing 
weavers in Raquel’s workshop in Aklan. Drawing from familiar symbols to use as a basis of 
interpretation such as the pattern of the tolda a tarpaulin (Figures 126 & 127), these familiar 
patterns and letters acted as a bridge across language. Edouardo’s knowledge of the term and 
patterns coupled with his skill in weaving was a way for me, in turn, to learn how to weave– 
how to create straight and curved lines and superimpose a text over a pattern. Edourado and 
the weavers in Raquel’s workshop do not speak English–it was through images 
communicated through weaving that we spoke to each other. 
Below are two attempts at incorporating the ‘O’ shape. The process in which embroidery is 
inlaid into the cloth is by using reeds to elevate the warping threads. This very rudimentary 
attempt at making a curved shape demonstrates the geometry of the textile. Generally, the 
wavy superficial filaments are trimmed; once cut, the shape remaining is a jagged OO. 
 
 
Figure 125. OO (YES) 2017, detail of first attempt, piña, silk and polyester suksok (woven inlaid embroidery), Barangay 





Figure 126. OO (YES) 2017, detail of second attempt, piña, silk and polyester suksok (inlaid woven embroidery), Barangay 
Fulgenzio del Norte, Aklan 
 
Figure 127. OO (YES) 2017, detail, showing the tolda (tarpaulin) pattern and transparency, piña, silk and polyester, TAEM 





Figure 128. Diagram illustrating the archive of collected surfaces 2017, digital image, Sydney  
 
Photography 
I use photography to record surfaces around me. Some of the patterns I recorded during the 
fieldwork are already reproductions–they are copies of copies–which I have transferred onto 
cloth. I have also combined the surfaces collected during my field trips with the images in my 
archive of images collected over time (Figure 128). Many are taken from patterns that are 




vinyl indoor flooring and external cement terraces. Some of the patterns are of imitation tiles 
(Figure 129), while others are reproductions of wood and stone and arranged in repeated 
patterns. I also weave photographs of architectural details such as weathered wood grain, 
fibreglass roofing, peg-board panels and Nipa-hut roofs, and tarpaulins with painted brick and 
patterns found, for example, from a painted ceiling on a bus–see Figure 74, page 88 in 
chapter 3. Many of the images in the installation were taken during my field trips–I have also 
included some from other places; the pegboard and brick from Kandos (NSW), the fibreglass 
from Marrickville (Sydney), and one length comprises all of  the surfaces used in the final 
work for the Doctorate as a key or diagram of possible configurations (see Figure 132)–this 
work also developed through the speculations on the idea of a travel scarf and my movement 
(Figure 131). 
Transferring the photographs of surfaces to textiles allows me to print large and expand them 
in space– their portability means that they occupy space temporarily– as folding and 
unfolding make possible a variety of configurations. The enlarged surface patterns act to 
bring the distance nearer–by bringing the background to the foreground–to heighten the 
presence of imagery that is not seen (Figure 130).  If ‘[p]hotography allows people to take 
possession of space in which they are insecure’ (Sontag 1973, p. 6), through digital 
manipulation the magnification and materiality of photographs are exaggerated and 
foregrounded, as enlarged souvenirs of place, evidence of proof. This reconfiguration and 
superimposition an attempt to colonise space. The printed lengths anchor the central 
transparent lengths of piña away from the wall. They are arranged to connect the floor to the 
ceiling; covering areas of the floor references a ‘new’ domesticated landscape through the 
implication of various possible configurations and–via their modularity, ephemerality, 
transience and portability–negotiate the role of a peripatetic architecture. 
 
The images I digitally transfer on to polyester are JPEGS–they are re-representations–the 
repetition of the ‘poor’ images and images in motion degraded. 
 
The poor image is no longer about the real thing–the original. Instead, it is about its 
own real conditions of existence: about swarm circulation, digital dispersion, 
fractured and flexible temporalities. It is about defiance and appropriation just as it is 







The print as documentary then is a representation of a lived reality, the photographs of 
landscapes through detail emphasising the rhetoric of place, the recording of engagement 
forming a portrait of the memory of the lived experience. I collect images of surfaces to re-




Figure 129. Puerto Princesa 2017, photograph of vinyl flooring showing masking tape and a fly, Palawan 
 
Printing 
The panels in the exhibition were printed and made in the Philippines and Sydney. Since 
2001 I have worked and experimented with printed fabrics with technician Richard Crampton 
at Darkstar Digital in Sydney. In 2014 I first tried applying inkjet and dye sublimation on 
abaca and piña cloth and in 2017 I also made print trials in two other places, Sublitech and 
Digital Fabrics, in Sydney. I found that the intensity and the volume and size of the cloth 
meant that working with manufacturers of sports clothes would be ideal. In Manila I worked 
with the clothing manufacturing company, Icarus, which makes shirts.  This place was ideal 




sports clothes, I could also have lengths joined. Once the sewn lengths were hemmed and 
buttonholes were inserted, I had them sent back to Australia. In my studio I connected the 
printed lengths with piña cloth–the buttonholes made it possible to reconfigure them. The 
difference in the opacity and width meant that joining lengths of piña together with the 
printed polyester, highlighted their difference; further, I wanted the piña to act as windows 
and the weight of the polyester gives shape to the piña cloth.  
 
 
Figure 130. Mercado 2017, (centre) detail, PTRI (The Philippine Textile Research Institute) tile pattern, dye sublimation on 
polyester jersey, TAEM Gallery, University of Wollongong 
 





Figure 132. Crossing Baboy (Crossing Pig) 2017, 100 cm x 300 cm, original digital image used to print on polyester jersey 




















Studio Practice 2013-2017 
 
 
Figure 134. Ice Pick, Bayonne 2013, 100 cm x 200 cm x 20 cm, inkjet on cotton, polyester interfacing and PVC polyester, 
Conny Dietzschold Gallery, Sydney 
This section provides an overview of other exhibitions and residencies during the candidature 
in Australia and Manila. They have assisted me to understand and contextualise my Doctor of 




While I was researching piña cloth, I was experimenting with ways to work with the 
photographic documentation. Images of surfaces I used in an installation I made for Cementa 
13 (Figure 135) in Kandos, NSW, also appear in the Doctoral exhibition at UOW. Bunker 
(Figure 136) was a work informed by the research. During a residency in Kandos in 2015, I 
considered the quotidian use of fabrics such as mats (Figure 137); I performed in a mat dress. 
In Eastern Standard Limited (Figure 138), I printed on various types of polyester to 
determine weight and resolution. I was also beginning to use dye-sublimation instead of ink-
jet printing. Figures 139, 140 and 141 are works in which I negotiated the pineapple itself as 
material and extended the ideas surrounding its symbolism and significance through painting; 
Hands (Figure 142) is a wearable artwork–an ode to labour–which is composed of images I 
took during the research, while the three images in Figure 143 are from the final stages of 







Figure 135. Cementa 2013, details of installation and performance, dimensions variable, inkjet on polyester interfacing and 









Figure 136. Composite textiles; piña/seda (silk) and cotton, Barangay Concepción, 2014 (above); Bunker 2014, installation 





Figure 137. Cotton rag mats 2014, Kandos residency, NSW (left); plastic laminated image of a mat from Mindanao at the 
National Museum of the Philippines 2014, Manila (right) and plastic laminated photographs of found mats (below) 2017, 
Manila 
 
Figure 138. Eastern Standard Limited 2015, dimensions variable, dye sublimation on polyester silk, polyester satin, 






Figure 139. Studio work 2015, inkjet on neoprene, 70 cm x 90 cm (left) gouache on paper, inkjet on PVC polyester, 100 cm 
x 90 cm (right), studio, Sydney  
 















Figure 142. Hands 2016, mixed media, Wearable Art Prize, Stone Villa, Alba May Stevens (model), Sydney (left); 
Pineapple Jesus and Madonna 2016, 200 cm x 100 cm, inkjet on polyester interfacing, Sydney 
 
Figure 143. Studio 2017, maquette for UOW installation, photocopies on paper (top), photocopies on paper (centre) lengths 






Figure 144. Residency 2015, sabutan, piña cloth, cotton Spandex and dye sublimation on polyester jersey, Baler, Aurora 
Relational Practice 
In a residency in Baler in 2015 I began to position my digital prints with the works I was 
producing in the Philippines (Figure 144). I also began to expand on my research on 
transcultural textiles by producing exhibitions with artists across Manila and Sydney. I gave a 
talk at Post gallery in Cubao, Manila, organised by Lena Cobangbang, which contextualised 
my research with a proposal for the exhibition BABY HIGH-SPEED–a group show including 




participated in Shared Residency, curated by Poklong Anading at Latrobe Gallery (Figure 
145) in association with the Ateneo University, Manila, the Philippines (2017), and Thing 
Object Stuff, curated by Lena Cobangbang in Manila (2017). Traffic, an exhibition I curated 
at Articulate project space in Sydney (2017), was a second iteration of the show BABY 
HIGH-SPEED, again involving artists from both countries. The dialogue which developed 
opened the possibility to participate in a group shared studio in Marikina, Quezon City 
(Figure 146). The purpose of being involved in this studio is to continue to organise 












Figure 146. Contemplating a shared studio 2017 with artists, Jason Olivera, Gerardo Tan and Maria Cruz, in Marikina, 
Quezon City 
 





The exhibition BABY HIGH-SPEED (Figure 147) in March 2017, was conceived as a six-
woman show including Maria Cruz, Maria Jeona Zoleta, Justene Williams, Sarah Goffman, 
Elizabeth Pulie and me. The exhibition opened in March 2017 at Pablo gallery in Taguig, 
Manila. The key focus of the everyday object of cloth was woven through the artworks and 
expanded onto video, sculpture, installation, painting and photography in order to highlight 
the transcultural nature of cross-cultural art practice. The texts that arose in the positioning of 
cloth as substrate–a starting point–revealed connections between the ideas of the ubiquity of 
cloth in the urban environment in the Philippines, through pattern repetition, labour, 
feminism, documentary, camouflage and its hand-made materiality. The name of the 
exhibition, Baby High-Speed, is taken from a brand of an old sewing machine which I used 
during my residency in Baler. 
A dialogue with Maria Cruz (Figure 148) was informed through a similar approach to the 
ubiquity of cloth and the tarpaulins in the Philippines. I exhibited one of the woven toldas 
alongside Cruz’s interpretation of the geometry of the pattern; using layers of coloured 
cotton, Cruz translated the intervals of the tolda pattern; a work developed into Trans (Figure 
149), in which Cruz covered a makeshift sheltered walkway positioned at the entrance of one 
of the old Spanish colonial buildings in Intramuros during the Manila Biennale in 2018. 
 
Figure 148. Tolda, (tarpaulin) PVC (top left); Untitled (study) 2017, cotton and pins, Maria Cruz installing her work in BABY 






Figure 149. TRANS 2018, Maria Cruz, PVC, in the Postigo De La Nuestra Senora Del Soledad in Fort Santiago, Manila 
Biennale, photograph Carlos Celdran 
 
Traffic 
The exhibition, Traffic in September 2017, situates a type of traffic in culture through 
expanded ideas surrounding textiles, in Articulate Project Space, an artist-run space on 
Parramatta Road (in Leichhardt) which is one of the busiest routes into the city of Sydney. 
The premise of the exhibition was that textiles are an example of a cultural material that does 
not remain static; instead, they are marked by their destinations and arrivals–and all the 
phases in between–they are reshaped ‘en route’ and their value and meaning changed through 






Figure 150. Harrison Road Night Market 2015, Baguio 
 
 
The title and the premise for the exhibition came from the research–McLean’s Postcolonial 
Traffic (2003) and Lynne Milgram’s Remapping the Edge (2014), a journal article written 
about the circulation of second-hand clothing in the Harrison Street night market in Baguio in 
Northern Luzon (Figure 150). In 2015, I met Milgram and accompanied her on one of her 
field trips. Milgram’s research demonstrates the activism of street vendors in reclaiming 
public space. Milgram argues that ‘street vendors and city officials are complicit in 
reconfiguring informality and legality as urban organizing logics–un-mapping and remapping 






Figure 151. Traffic 2017, details, mixed media, Articulate Project Space, Sydney  
The premise for the exhibition Traffic was to negotiate the idea of traffic through the 
circulation of second-hand clothes. Destined for Vinnies in Sydney, clothes often end up 
travelling a quite remarkable other journey, split along several different trajectories, as their 
destinations are dependent on how they are sorted and organised, and may even embark 
on international routes which can lead them to places such as the night markets in Baguio 
City in the Philippines. In the exhibition Traffic, the dialogue between the textiles that formed 
through their relation expanded ideas on how cloth is complicit with colonialism, labour, 




Eleven artists (Figure 151) from Australia and the Philippines sent works from Senegal, Cape 
Town, Malaysia and Paris. In addition to the language of the various textiles, the titles and 
the routes of the arrival of the works further emphasised the premise of the exhibition: 
Eastaugh’s We will know when we get there; Richardson’s Once I thought I saw you, 
comprising twenty-one found soccer balls from Senegal; Damag’s Wondering, a video of the 
artist wearing a ‘Bulul’ mask, a reference to the Philippine Ifugao rice god performed at the 
Anthropological Museum in Paris; Cruz’s batik cloth inscribed with words from an agrarian 
protest banner in the Philippines; Buckeridege’s macramé collage sewn onto a wearable 
dress; Anading’s Bandilang Basahan (Flag of rags), a still from a video which shows a rag 
used for cleaning windscreens on the streets of Manila, caught in traffic. The materials and 
patterns similarly imply movement: Buckeridge’s Fudji Brand dress’, an advertising banner 
printed on Japanese Yukata cloth; Pulie’s Wworied, a collage of macramé and found cloth; 
Medina’s Tracks of passing, immediate, a fish-net acrylic painting of a mountain; Zoleta’s 
collaged and sewn Halo-Halo; Barack’s We transcend time and place, a paper installation 
pinned to the wall. 
 
While working with artist Rachel Buckeridge it became clear that the emphasis on cloth and 
installation in the exhibition meant that the boundaries between works became less 
discernible; a collaborative installation generated new works, such as Chris Saves & 












Figure 153. Chris Saves 2017, 90 cm x 100 cm, silk screen on linen and inkjet on polyester interfacing (left); Pineapple 
Jesus 2017, 90 cm x 200 cm, silk screen on wool and inkjet on polyester interfacing (right), collaboration with Rachel 
Buckeridge in Traffic, Articulate Project Space, Sydney 
I also included a black and white version of the diagram–the archive of surfaces (Figure 154) 
which was installed to hang like a canopy from the ceiling, mixed with my past work Exurbia 
and cut-outs of embroiderers’ hands mounted onto cardboard and stitched to the diagram, 
titled Barrio Concepción (Figure 152). The work extended from the Doctoral show at the 






Figure 154. Barrio Concepción 2017, dimensions variable, paper, cardboard, cotton, polyester interfacing, dye sublimation 
on polyester cotton, wood and cotton, detail of installation, Articulate Project Space, Sydney 
 
This chapter has outlined the artwork developed and exhibited during the candidacy for a 
Doctor of Creative Arts at the TAEM Gallery, University of Wollongong. The artwork 
produced for the exegetical work in the exhibition, MODIFIED FRUIT: Weaving a 
transcultural practice through leaving, returning, and about being from elsewhere, is a 
combination of the research material gathered during my field trips woven together with my 
longstanding use of digitally printed textiles. This chapter has also outlined two exhibitions 
which I curated in 2017 in which I contextualised travel and textiles through theory and 
practice across artists whose work is similarly informed by transcultural ideas, which, in turn, 





Final Installation: MODIFIED FRUIT 
The work for the Doctor of Creative Arts exhibition is an amalgamation of research and 
material collected and produced during my candidature. It was held at the Faculty gallery 
between September 26-29, 2017. The installation comprised cloth and wooden stands and 
was accompanied by an adjacent reference room including a video documenting the 
processes involved in extracting and weaving pineapple fibre. The centre of the gallery was 
occupied by four main textile assemblages of various lengths and combinations of piña, 
abaca, polyester, silk, cotton and wood: Crossing Baboy, Puerto Princesa, Cabina 
Concepción and Mercado (Figure 155). Four additional works were hung directly on the 
walls: Bricks (Figure 156) and Pegboard (Figure 157)–two dye sublimation prints on 
neoprene produced during a residency in Kandos, Australia in 2013; OO (YES) (Figure 158), 
a translation of the ubiquitous tolda (tarpaulin) pattern woven with piña silk and polyester; 
and a single panel of a stone pattern printed on polyester (Figure 159).  
The titles of the central works in the installation reference toponomy of place; the textile 
assemblages combine woven and embroidered piña cloth with photographs transferred to 
polyester–documentation from the main places where I worked with the material, Aklan, 
Laguna and Palawan. They also point to my research in Baguio and Manila where the 
movement of cloth in markets is evidenced; are all references to people, places and processes.  
Each of the elements in the exhibition is an individual work; however, in the exhibition at the 
University gallery, I positioned them to respond to the architecture. All the images, apart 
from the woven works, are transferred using dye sublimation. The structures are built by 
stitching the lengths of cloth together and hung from the ceiling; two of the works are draped 
over wooden stands and extend into the width and length of the space. They are also stitched 
together to form canopies on the ceiling and mats on the floor. The structures imitate the 
architecture of the makeshift use of tarpaulins in homes and markets in the Philippines. As 
discussed in the previous chapters, my work acknowledges my position of being from 
‘elsewhere’ through a makeshift architecture (commonly found in markets around Manila, or 
in unfixed homes and the prevalence of cloth in the built environment of the Philippines). The 
installation weaves together my longstanding use of and interest in architectural structures 
digitally printed textiles from photographs and built surfaces, which in turn borrow from 




The field trips I undertook to the Philippines are referenced in my installation in the draped 
material, the construction of the material and the documentation transferred digitally onto 
textiles. I have also extended my relationship to the Philippines by organised exchanges with 
artists via exhibitions across Sydney and Manila.  
 
 
Figure 155. MODIFIED FRUIT 2017, installation view, TAEM Gallery, University of Wollongong 
 
I am particularly interested in the transparency of the cloth, which is why it is draped in 
space. I have stitched the piña cloth with digitally printed images of places I have been to 
during my field trips to the Philippines. As discussed above some of the fabric is printed onto 
clothing material–the textile-clothing industry in the Philippines has been the subject of other 




The premise weaves the similarities between the processes of printing and weaving through 
the ideas of instability and place outlined in my exegesis. My practice of using photographs 
of architectural surfaces combines with the idea of transparency in my past work and in the 
materiality of piña to explore the interface between us and the environment. The hybrid 



















Figure 159. Stone pattern 2017, 50 cm x 300 cm, dye sublimation on polyester (left); OO (YES) 2017, 50 cm x 200 cm, piña, 
silk, polyester (right), TAEM Gallery, University of Wollongong  
 
Clockwise starting from the letter ‘X’, Crossing Baboy (figs. 160 and 161), in the far right at 
the back of the gallery, references Fulgensio near Balete, and Aklan in Panay Island where I 
learnt how to weave. The name, Crossing Baboy, means pig crossing and is the jeepney stop 
marked by the pig slaughterhouse on the highway, just near Raquel Eliserio’s house and 
workshops. The assemblage combines a weaving I made with suksok (woven inlaid 
embroidery) using polyester in the form of the letter X on piña/silk stitched with a length of 




with a pattern of pink fibreglass and tiles from the ceiling and held in place on the floor with 
a print of brown stone. To the left is a length which is printed with a configuration of all the 





Figure 160. Crossing Baboy (Crossing Pig) 2017, 300 cm x 300 cm x 50 cm, piña, silk, polyester cotton and dye sublimation 







Figure 161. Crossing Baboy (Crossing Pig) 2017, 100 cm x 300 cm, dye sublimation on polyester jersey, TAEM Gallery, 




Moving to the right from here is another work, Puerto Princesa (Figure 162), which extends 
out from the wall. The imagery comprises a pattern from a ceiling in a bus and a vinyl tile 
pattern from a floor, both taken in Palawan–I have positioned these with an image of wood 
from my archive. 
 
 
Figure 162. Puerto Princesa 2017, 100 cm x 300 cm x 120 cm, piña seda (silk) and piña/ abaca (banana), polyester jersey, 




Cabina Concepción (Figure 163) is named after the town where the embroiderers live, 
Barangay Concepción, located on the outskirts of Lumbang, Laguna. The work is made by 
joining four lengths of printed polyester with two panels of piña cloth–pure piña and piña-
cotton (the panel to the left). The printed images are of banana leaf roof construction, 
tarpaulin, wood and stone. The word Concepción–outside of religion–also can be read as a 
place of conception, a place where ideas are formed; the images are from the places where I 
had a place to work on my own via residencies in Baler, Aurora in 2015 and San Feliciano, 
Aklan in 2017. 
 
Figure 163. Cabina Concepción 2017, 200 cm x 300 cm x 100 cm, piña/seda (silk), piña/cotton and dye sublimation on 




Mercado (Figure 164) incorporates the names of the embroiderer whom I had seen working 
on the APEC shirts (Figure 166) in 2015; my intention was to foreground the embroiderers 
themselves. I worked on a design (Figure 165) with Alida Tagorda in Lumbang, and it was 
embroidered by Rosma Mercado, one of her principal embroiderers. The name Mercado 
implies market. The use of the monochrome thread (Figure 167) highlights the transparency 
of the embroiderer’s names, their anonymity. Finding ways to work with artisans in the 
Philippines also interests me. In a project much like the weavings, I made in Aklan, OO and 
in X, used in Crossing Baboy, I used text as a way of devising a ‘familiar’ pattern through 
content and form. The aim was to use these projects to negotiate and highlight processes of 
translation. As stated earlier, English is not spoken outside Manila, especially in the areas 
where the weavers and embroiderers work. Therefore, I had to find modes of communicating 
through the work itself. While I had designed the text based on the names of embroiderers 
whom I had met, the process resulted in names being added by Tagorda.  
 
 
Figure 164. Mercado 2017, 200 cm x 200 cm x 400 cm, piña/seda (silk) and piña/cotton, dye sublimation on polyester 






Figure 165. Design for names of embroiderers 2016, digital image, studio, Sydney 
 
 






Figure 167. Names of the embroiderers in Mercado, detail, piña, silk and cotton baldosa stitch embroidery, TAEM Gallery, 
University of Wollongong 
The wooden armatures (Figure 168) in the installation are copies of the embroidery stands 
made to fit the hoop and allow it to be accessible–hands-free–while seated. The models made 
for the final installation ranged in height to elevate and extend the cloth horizontally and to 
echo the volume of space taken by a loom. 
 
 
Figure 168. Embroidery hoop stand 2014, Lumbang, Laguna; replicas in the final installation 2017, TAEM Gallery, 




A screened portion of the gallery was set up as a documentation area (Figure 169) which 
included a projection of a three-minute looped video showing the processes involved in 
making piña cloth from extraction to weaving. As the footage was taken during the 
fieldwork, I also included a map outlining the field trips and, in addition, a pineapple plant. 
The soundtrack consists of the sound of weaving, the rhythmic pedalling accompanied by the 
swishing noise made as the shuttle sails across the surface of the piña cloth, punctuated by 
Susima De La Cruz’s exclamation, “A leaf, a leaf, from a pineapple plant!”. The plant, the 
Larva Burst from Queensland Australia, is a variant of the Ananas Comosus. The leaf 
structure is similar to the Spanish Red variety, but the plant in the exhibition is variegated and 
the leaves are shorter. The object of including it was to give a tangible example, it was a 
substitute as it was not possible to import nor find the plant in Australia. 
 
 
Figure 169. MODIFIED FRUIT 2017, digital video, 5 minutes, detail showing knotting piña fibre; Australian variant of 
Ananas Comosus plant, Larva Burst which is an ornamental pineapple plant, ceramic vase (left), TAEM Gallery, University 
of Wollongong 
Each of the works discussed combines piña cloth which I wove, as well as cloth that I 
collected during my field trips. During the first field trip I bought samples of each kind in 




experimenting on with inkjet and dye sublimation printing. The piña cloth in the exhibition 
ranges from pure (warp and weft) combined with abaca (banana), polyester and silk. The 
differences in piña cloth are highlighted by its placement; the patina, texture, sheen, hue and 
transparency vary between each of these combinations (Figure 170). Further, both types of 
cloth, natural and synthetic, are wearable, and are usually made for clothing; they are also 
both symbolic of ritual, one of heritage and one of sport, and they are also both almost always 
embellished, with patterns and logos, a language used in a signage which implies a type of 
allegiance–billboards and advertisements–of a type of genre. Positioned in the installation, 
they are at once architectural and point to the body; the polyester drapes the cloth as it is 
slippery and is heavier than piña. As with piña cloth, the polyester sports jersey has tiny holes 
through which air can move (Figure 171). 
 
 
Figure 170. Variation of transparency of piña (from left to right); pure piña and piña/seda (silk); piña/cotton; piña/abaca 
(banana) and piña/seda (silk), TAEM Gallery, University of Wollongong 
 
 
Figure 171. Cabina Concepción detail of dye sublimation on polyester jersey panels (front); OO (YES), woven piña, silk and 






MODIFIED FRUIT: Weaving a transcultural practice through leaving, returning, and about 
being from elsewhere contextualises my past and current practice through a transcultural lens. 
The exhibition and exegesis position piña cloth as a metaphor of a transcultural traveller by 
combining history and anthropology with fieldwork. I have positioned my practice and my 
subject, piña cloth from the Philippines, through a transcultural lens through the methodology 
of travel; the research combines fieldwork with history and anthropology and extended them 
through theories that surround material culture. This research brought me back to the 
Philippines, and further to Latin America, to my early work in Colombia. It became apparent 
at the beginning of my candidacy that I would need to travel to the Philippines. The lack of 
literature in respect to transculture and the Philippines meant that I had to contextualize it 
through its similarity with the colonial history of Latin American.  
In Chapter 1 I traced the transcultural origins of piña cloth through its history and the social 
life and how it, in turn, was transculturated in the Philippines as a symbol of Identity. Piña 
cloth’s transformative agency lies in its origins from elsewhere. As a non-indigenous form of 
material culture its ‘edginess’ lies in its movement, between the centre and the periphery, its 
transcultural agency, then, is that it visually codified class and perpetuated imperialistic 
values through the language embodied in the styles of dress. 
In Chapter 2 I elaborated on the object of transculturation through the strategy of 
displacement and the agency of the social life of things in the contact zone: Transcultural 
processes entail appropriation, mimicry as well autoethnography, characteristics which are 
extended in this chapter through commodities, travel literature and artworks. I also elaborated 
on the materiality of my subject–piña cloth–by extending transcultural theory through the 
ideas surrounding material culture. The research also led me back via my past works to my 
own connection with Latin America. 
In Chapter 3 I mapped the five field trips I undertook during my candidacy following the 
production of piña cloth. The routes also trace the network of people I met, stayed and 
worked with. The objective of researching piña was to travel back to the Philippines and find 




the imagery that sits alongside the research on piña cloth and document the autoethnography 
which corresponds to the digital imagery also used in the final work.   
 In Chapter 4 I documented the process of making piña cloth to elaborate on the inherent 
relational environment of its making through non-prescriptive practices. The photographs in 
this chapter illustrate the step-by-step process of making piña cloth from fibre extraction to a 
woven textile. It also documents the ecology and sustainability of the subject. The revival of 
piña cloth and the recent ecological turn in the Philippines has initiated the revival of other 
indigenous plants such as cotton and indigo. 
In Chapter 5 I documented the artwork produced for the exegetical work in the exhibition, 
MODIFIED FRUIT: Weaving a transcultural practice through leaving, returning, and about 
being from elsewhere for a Doctor of Creative Arts at the University of Wollongong. I also 
documented the works made during my candidacy which also included exhibitions I was 
involved with and in turn curated across Manila and Sydney. 
During my candidature I presented the developing thesis in the following conferences and 
symposiums: MODIFIED FRUIT: The Pineapple as a transcultural agent at The Edge: Work 
in Progress Conference at the University of Queensland in 2016; MODIFIED FRUIT: 
Consuming culture at the Post-Grad Lightning Symposium in Ecosystems of the Academy at 
the University of Wollongong, 2017; MODIFIED FRUIT: Weaving displacement through a 
transcultural practice at the symposium, Women, Art and Feminism since 1970, Victorian 
College of the Arts, Melbourne University, Victoria, 2018; MODIFIED FRUIT: Weaving a 
transcultural practice through leaving, returning and about being from elsewhere in 
Transnationalisms, Interactions and Connections in Modern Asia and Beyond at the 
University of Hong Kong, 2018; and MODIFIED FRUIT: Weaving transculture through 
consumption and practice in Aesthetics, Politics and Histories: The Social Context of ART, 
RMIT University, Melbourne, 2018. 
 
The practice led research, MODIFIED FRUIT: Leaving, returning and about being from 
elsewhere, clarified the threads that run through my practice; the connection between both the 
methodologies I undertook in Colombia for the project La Caracas: Urban Reflections on a 
Contemporary Metropolis and MODIFIED FRUIT; Leaving, returning and about being from 
elsewhere, that an arts practice, and an identity, is informed by a transcultural process which 




increase in the speed of images and information the appropriative interactions are hard to 
delineate and can occur unintentionally. I have attempted to understand better this process of 
exchange which occurs and to do so I have applied the term to engage with debates 
surrounding appropriation and nationalism. Revisiting Oswaldo Andrade’s Cannibal 
manifesto on Anthropophagy (1928), a deliberate form of cultural appropriation and its 
translation by the Neo-Concrete artists in Brazil, was especially interesting to me; an 
exaggerate visualisation demonstrating that appropriation is inherent in any contact. To 
acknowledge that transcultural appropriation happens all the time is to also understand the 
dialectics at play in creating new forms. The research further points to questions surrounding 
nationalism; as such, I intend to apply the research to engage in the debates surrounding 
contemporary ideas that address the definition. Much literature exists around the term to 
define an identity formed through a diasporic sensibility, mainly from a displaced position. I 
have extended this through the deliberate act of acknowledging an active strategy of 
displacement, a position defined by Trinh Minh Ha (1991), one that I have suggested, is 
about being in a state of in-between places. To sharpen this idea, I have suggested some 
similarities between transculture and New Materialism, with a focus on the theoretical 
critique surrounding oppositions (between nature and culture, matter and mind, the human 
and the inhuman). Both transculture and New materialism point to an ethical and 
environmental position as a decolonising strategy. As such, the analogy of positioning the 
analogue/digital, organic/synthetic dialectics within my practice is to position a diasporic 
sensibility alongside an ecological one. 
The cross-culture in transculture points to future definitions of the term. In a conversation 
about the term, Miriam Oesterreich, one of the panel conveners of Tropicality and 
Transculturation at the conference, Aesthetics, Politics and Histories: The Social Context of 
Art at RMIT in 2018, pointed to the frequency in the use of the term in Europe, whereas in 
Australia, it seems to have a limited use, and, in my experience, is often misunderstood. I 
have suggested that an understanding between the similarities between the definitions of both 
transculture and new Materialism, which both involve a relational process, can produce a new 
language.  
The practice led research positions movement and travel back into my practice. The aim of 
which was to learn how to weave an ecological practice. At the culmination of this research, I 
have reached a juncture, between the digital and the analogue. In this sense, I have reached a 




following the thread of the pineapple fibre would lead me to several more places; tracing the 
history and the route of the Pineapple has disentangled a thread which leads me from the 
Philippines further back in time, to my connections with South America and Japan via the 
relationship between textiles and the trajectory of vegetables and plants since the advent of 
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1. Autobiographical images 
In this section I have collated additional biographical images and documentation which sit 
alongside the primary research.  
 
 
Figure 172. Patis with Tito Tesoro 2015, just before he passed, at their house in Putol, San Pablo, Laguna  
 





Figure 174. Karaoke night 2014, with Alida and the embroiderers in Lumbang, Laguna 
 





Figure 176. My family at the US Embassy July 4,1978, Makati, Manila  
 





Figure 178. With Maria Cruz's family 2015, Baler, Aurora 
 





Figure 180. David Griggs 2016, Post Gallery, Cubao, Manila 
 
Figure 181. Jim in his house 2015, originally from Denmark, Jim has studied and worked for many  






Figure 182. A chicken, a cat and a dog 2015, Aurora 
 
Figure 183. Waiting to take the jeep 2017, from Kalibo to Raquel Eliserio's house  






Figure 184. Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, 1535, earliest recorded drawing of a pineapple in his book, 
Historia General y Natural de las Indias 
 
 
Figure 185. Rural Scene with Child (no date) Adelaida Paterno, 33.9 cm x 45.7 cm, human hair on jusi, Bangko Central ng 






2. Exhibition: BABY HIGH-SPEED, March 2017 
As part of my Doctoral research I curated two exhibitions across Australia and the 
Philippines, BABY HIGH_SPEED was the first iteration, which took place in Manila. The 
premise of the project was a focus on cross-cultural exchange as an attempt to visualise 
transcultural appropriation. Works were chosen which expanded on the concept and 
materiality of textiles, through pattern, ubiquity and its ‘everydayness’, and woven through 
video, sculpture, installation, painting and photography. The participating Artists were: Maria 
Cruz; Maria Jeona Zoleta; Justene Williams; Sarah Goffman; Elizabeth Pulie and myself. The 
title of the exhibition, BABY HIGH_SPEED, is the name of the sewing machine (which I 
used as the invitation image) which Lina Ferreras (Maria Cruz’s cousin) lent me during a 
residency in Baler, Aurora, in 2015. 
PABLO Fort Bonifacio 








 Room Sheet 
 
1. Hot Glue Blue Willow 2016, Sarah Goffman, souvenir polyester, hot glue, 
paint 
2. Bottle Drawing 2017, Sarah Goffman, biro pen on digital print  
3. #69 WWORRY  2017, Elizabeth Pulie, cotton, hessian, polyester, wool, dowel  
4. Future predictions - Omens and superstitions 2017, Jeona Zoleta, satin, 
stuffing, paint, wood  
5. Puerto Galera 2016, Lisa Andrew, dye sublimation on polyester   
6. WANTED 2015, Lisa Andrew, cotton and polyester   
7. Radium girl Fan fingernails 2014, Justene Williams, digital video 
Radium girl Fan fingernails Commissioned by Artbank for the series 
Performutations curated by Daniel Mudie Cunnigham   
8. Untitled (Study) 2017, Maria Cruz cotton and pins  
9. Embroidered toilet paper (1-4) 2003, Sarah Goffman, waxed toilet paper, 
thread  
10. Bamboo design on brown paper bag 2016, Sarah Goffman, poko pen, used 
brown paper bag  
11. Blue willow with cargo ships 2016, Sarah Goffman, builders plastic  
12. Black and Gold 2012, Sarah Goffman, PET plastic, enamel paint and pen  
13. Abaca 2016, Lisa Andrew, dye sublimation on Neoprene  
14. Cold cuntry and places of itch club 2017, Jeona Zoleta, plastic beads, 
sequins, sharpie, fur, and paint on satin flag and wood  
15. Spell Casting District 2017, Jeona Zoleta, plastic sequins, acrylic tinsel and 
sharpie on satin flag  
16. Youth XXXchange 2017, Jeona Zoleta, plastic beads, acrylic pearls, sequins, 
sharpie and fur on polyester flag 
17. OO (yes), Lisa Andrew 2017, Piña (pineapple), silk and polyester 
18. Divi-Nation 2017, Jeona Zoleta, acrylic on wood 
19. Blood mining dumb cakes in the castle 2017, Jeona Zoleta, plastic studs, 
stones and beads with stuffing on satin 





3. Exhibition: Traffic 
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